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Request 
 
Thank you for your reply [of 29/11/2018, published in November 2018 Disclosure 
Log]. Can I ask why the following things aren't included: 
 
St Helens 2016 review on bus revenue and annual passengers 
 
St Helens 2018 review cost, on bus revenue and annual passengers 
 
In the Knowsley review, the passenger numbers and the on board revenue is very 
low. Is this on a monthly basis rather than annual? 
 
On the Wirral bus review, there is no annual on board revenue. Also daily passenger 
numbers are low. Can you confirm if these numbers are only provided for the funded 
sections. 
 
In the Sefton review, the onboard revenue is very low at times (and is very different 
compared to other more recent figures I have. It could be that usage has gone up 
rapidly but I don't think it has). Also the onboard revenue is missing. 
 
Finally, can I ask why only the Knowsley area has comments shown? I understand 
you can't provide full postcodes however the comments should be ok to post.  
  

 
Response 
 
Dear Mr Smith 
  
Further to your email, please find Merseytravel’s responses to your points below. 
  

 St Helens 2016 review on bus revenue and annual passengers 
  
Please see attached. 
  

 St Helens 2018 review cost, on bus revenue and annual passengers 
  
Please see attached. 
  

 In the Knowsley review, the passenger numbers and the on board revenue is 
very low. Is this on a monthly basis rather than annual? 

  
The figures are annual, as stated in the document. 
  

 On the Wirral bus review, there is no annual on board revenue. Also daily 
passenger numbers are low. Can you confirm if these numbers are only 
provided for the funded sections. 

  
Please see attached spreadsheet with on bus revenue. 
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The passenger figures provided are for the supported journeys, so for example a 
commercial route such as the 41/41 the total daily passenger figure will be for the 
journeys on the timetable supported by Merseytravel.  
 
The vast majority of contracts on the Wirral are contracts that serve schools which is 
1 journey. The figures are low as it is a total daily passenger figure for 1 am or 1 pm 
journey. 
  

 In the Sefton review, the onboard revenue is very low at times (and is very 
different compared to other more recent figures I have. It could be that usage 
has gone up rapidly but I don't think it has). Also the on bus revenue is 
missing. 

  
Please see attached. 
  

 Finally, can I ask why only the Knowsley area has comments shown? I 
understand you can't provide full postcodes however the comments should be 
ok to post.  

  
Please see attached qualitative comments. 
  
I trust that this information is of interest to you. 
  
If you are dissatisfied with the handling of your request, you have the right to ask for 
an internal review, which should be addressed to:  
 Mrs Julie Watling 
 Legal, Democratic Services & Procurement Manager 
 Merseytravel 
 PO Box 1976 
 Liverpool 
 L69 3HN 
 julie.watling@merseytravel.gov.uk  
  
If you are not content with the result of your internal review, you also have the right 
to complain to the Information Commissioner, whose address is  
 The Information Commissioner’s Office, 
 Wycliffe House, 
 Water Lane, 
 Wilmslow, 
 Cheshire SK9 5AF 
 www.ico.gov.uk  
 

mailto:julie.watling@merseytravel.gov.uk
http://www.ico.gov.uk/


Improvements that encourage patronage 

1. Kirkby, and Tower Hill in particular is poorly served late weekday 
evenings. The last bus from Queen Square is 2252, yet services to St Helens 
leave at 0012, Netherley 2356, Croxteth 2348. Southdene its 2306, only 
Westvale fairs ok with 2337 in comparison. I suggest 2301 17 service from 
Queen Square does not serve Kirkby town centre or Southdene, (the 2306 
19 service can cover that journey) instead get the 0009 which terminates at 
Aintree Hospital to continue to Kirkby. 2. Why do more early morning 
services start on Bewley Drive on a Saturday, than on weekday mornings? 3. 
Why does the 14A & 19 only run hourly at night, and not serve Tower Hill? 

10b all come together at once. 

10b always late or fails. 

10B is unreliable, constantly either late or going out of service. I've 
complained several times to both Arriva & Merseytravel but have never 
received a reply. If the 15s can run ok why not 10B? 

10b to go by mcgoldrick park. Has to walk through park late at night. Not 
safe. No bus goes near glendevon road 

12 bus . More buses put on instead of waiting 20 minutes or more 

139 ALWAYS LATE! Sick of it, 20 mins late as I'm filling this in 

139 comes at same time as 8 and 9 separates them. 

19a bring it back 

3 service, run right thru to Kirkby rather than getting off at Huyton. It's daft. 
Just have it run right thru 

3 starting to get unreliable, morning fine but after that start to get late 

61 8.50 service often missed out. On windy harbour road or is always late. 
Makes lady late for work. Smile more! 

75- being on time more especially the first buses of the day. They can run 
up to 10 mins late. 78 - more frequent perhaps every 20 mins 

76 more frequently and 78 to run during day to / from Okell Drive 

76 more often 

78 going along okell drive 

79 down Piction road, the bus lane needs to be opened the traffic is 
horrendous I have to leave my house 2.5 hours before I start work knowing 
how long I’ll be sat in traffic 

79 is great no improvement needed 

8 & 9 services not reliable 

89 more reliable. 

89 more reliable. 247 to start at 9.30 for the fairies. Starts 10am needs to 
be earliee 



A direct bus through the day to liverpool from knowsley village like the old 
9a that used to run, there are hundreds of people travelling into town daily, 
some have to WALK ALL THE WAY TO BY THE EAST LANCS road at 5am to 
start a 6am shift, others mostly have to get 2-3 buses to be able to get to 
liverpool 

A more frequent service on the 61 route. Also, real time information on 
both buses and bus stops. 

A more frequent service to Knowsley Lesuire and Culture Park is needed, 
currently in the evening it's only one every half an hour. What's the point of 
having a good facility if people aren't able to get to if easily? More buses 
need to go from Huyton to south Liverpool. In terms of general 
improvements, bus drivers need to be aware that just because there's a 10 
or a 10A already at a stop that doesn't mean they should just drive past, if 
you're trying to get to Huyton this is really annoying. 

All Buses outside QVC going towards kirkby leave at 57 & 27 minutes past 
the hour the 97 is ment to leave at 2 or 3 min past the hour but is always 
running early. So when you finish work on the hour you have to wait half an 
hour for the next bus. It would be alot better if they left at 10, 15 40 or 45 
past the hour. X3 217 & 97 all arrive around the same time should be so 
they are every 20min so one is always due. 

Arriva drivers are not very polite, many don't drop the floor to allow me 
access onto the bus ( I have a bad leg) 

As bus pass holders we use the bus service regulary, the 139 service is 
absolutle rubbish never on time,the buses are long past the sell date.Needs 
to improve. The 99 service is good but is only a circular.248 is usually 
punctual not always,the only service we have on a sunday is 61every 
hour,248everyhour.Why cant there be an arriva are stagecoach bus service 
going dragon lane-drive? 

At present, the service only continues to Halewood in the evenings and on 
Sunday. I live in Kirkby but work at Belle Vale Shopping Centre. At the 
moment, I have to get two buses to get to Belle Vale; the 217/227 to 
Huyton and then 3 to Belle Vale. Is the bus from Kirkby is late, I miss my 
connection with the 3. To make the service better, join the 3 up with the 
217/227 and have a through bus from Kirkby to Halewood all day rather 
than just in the evenings 

Attitude of Arriva drivers, on the 12s & 13s in particular is terrible, no 
acknowledgement & don't intervene when a passenger problem occurs on 
board. 

Better frequency of buses, this needs improving. The No. 6 which used to 
go from Huyton down Bowring Park Road, down Edge Lane and into 
Liverpool City Centre has been taken out of service - this leaves the 
residents of Bowring Park / Roby with only the 61 Halton Bus, which is not 
ideal. Not everyone has the use of a car and they do really on a frequent, 
comprehensive and reliable bus service. Given that a new retail park has 
been opened on Edge Lane there should be a bus which enables residents 
to travel there. 



Better running times 

better service to roby road as there is only the 61 now the 6 and 883 has 
been took off and this is always late.the 3b needs to run more like the old 
883 .there needs to be buses on roby road at night as there is none now. 

Bring the 6 back or another service that goes down edge lane. Nothing from 
Huyton to go there. All new shops opened and can't get there. 

Bus 75s, 76 and the new improved 79s provide excellent service nearly 
always on time The Garston circular busses from Halewood however unlike 
most services are often delayed and do not meet timetables. So difficult to 
get to Mersey retail park in speke 

Bus priority measures, as promised when Liverpool cut its bus lanes 3 years 
ago, are undelivered yet urgently needed. Last night the on board journey 
time from the City Centre to Childwall (4 1/2 miles) was 63 minutes. My 
Arriva app was telling me my bus, & 3 others in close proximity, were 33,20, 
33 & 35 minutes late respectively. This morning my bus arrived 8 minutes 
behind schedule, by the time we reached the city centre it had extended to 
14. Free WiFi, charging points, & leather seats only go so far to entice new 
customers, or keep existing ones. For the Better by Bus campaign to work & 
provide value for money, price, punctuality & competitive journey times 
have to match or exceed other modes of travel, otherwise those with a 
choice, like me, will not opt for bus much longer. 

Bus service from halewood to hunts cross 

Bus to whiston hospital. Now got to get two buses. need a day time service 
to kirkby 

Buses being on time and more easily accessible routes 

Clean it - they are filthy. 

Different Warrington route to avoid main congestion areas. 

Direct bus from gate acre park drive to Huyton. Make the 174 and 3 a bit 
more of a time difference even five mins as they turn up at same time then 
have a half hour wait for next bus for connection to work. 174 going to 
every 40 mins is going to be a nightmare but please make them easier to 
connect. Took an hour and a half to get to work this morning because 
connection don't meet 

Direct Service from Halewood to Local Hospitals (Whiston Hospital in 
particular as it is the local A&E and Mental Health provision) 

For the 9 and 8 services to come at different time to the139. Both come to 
together then a half hour wait. Can they be spread. So a more frequent 
service to Huyton with the same amount of buses 

GET RID OF MISERABLE DRIVERS WITH BAD ATTITUDES AND MAKE THE BUS 
TURN UP ON TIME!! 



Given that the 12 and 13 are very similar routes I would like to see the 
'loop' part of the route split more. For example one of them could go down 
Yew Tree Lane / Honeys Green Lane to provide easier access to Alder Hey 
hospital etc and to be quicker tying into the 61 and other routes that i 
occasionally use. 

Halton 61 there needs to be 2 evening journeys from intercity rail hub at 
Runcorn to prescot Thomas Drive. Which would include a later service from 
Widnes to whiston hospital. 

have it run on time. i have to get whatever bus comes first to get me to the 
town centre, then get another bus to the train station. buses arent reliable 
or on time. you have cut services in Kirkby and don't care. late nights and 
weekends especially are bad. you will use this survey as an excuse to cut 
services further 

Higher frequency of services. Services running later into the evening. Real 
time information at bus stops. Improved timekeeping of drivers, i.e. Not 
running ten minutes ahead of the timetable. 

I am fortunate that I drive but there is not enough regular bus services in 
Knowsley. Now that the council buildings have relocated to Huyton from 
Kirkby it would be difficult for residents who do not drive to get there and 
the bus routes are not regular. Knowsley needs better links between all 
areas. There is no way to get to Prescot/ Whiston Hospital from Kirkby via 
public transport. There's no way of encouraging residents to take public 
transport instead of driving to help the environment as there is no decent 
links round the borough. 

I am happy with the 79 bus route. Since it has been extended to Halewood, 
my journeys to work have been easier due the frequency of the service. I 
used to use the 76 which runs every 30 minutes. This bus is more 
convenient for me because I get a 2nd bus and this stops at the same stop I 
get off. this is not the case for the 79 

I work in Kings Business Park and the distance to the next bus stop (service 
numbers 10 and 10A) is ridiculously far. Many people work in this business 
park and maybe a bus stop could be established in the business park? I 
would definitely use the bus more often if the walking distance was shorter. 

If there was a more frequent service. The bus stops far too early in the 
evening and has a poor service on Sunday. 

Improve reliability of the 12 & 13 routes! As they fail to show constantly or 
they come along in 3's. Why not look at changing the current 12 & 13 
routes? By splitting them up, they could run from Page Moss to Dale Street 
& Victoria Street in a loop (like the 10B) then back to Page Moss this would 
be the 12 route and from Stockbridge Village to Dale Street & Victoria 
Street in a loop (like the 10B) then back to Stockbridge Village as the 13. 
this might help improve reliability? 

In the mid afternoon there are often long waits followed by two buses 
together (in both directions).Maybe an extra Woolton to Prescot bus would 
stop that happening. 



Keep up the reliability of 89. 

Knowsley Village feels cut off evenings & Sundays compared to the past. 
Lately the 290 keeps breaking down on a Monday, seems more than a. 
Coincidence! 

like to see a service after 20.30 also let another try and run this route as this 
would give a kick up the back side to Halton transport 

Lower fares. 

Make route faster and better buses not the rough repainted nackered 
deckers 

More 7 services. Every 15 mins. 15 runs empty every six mins . Sometimes 
wait an hour for 7. Why go to Warrington needs to stop at Huyton and do a 
different bus from Huyton to Warrington. 7 always full. 

MORE BUS ROUTES TO COVER OAKHELL DRIVE 

More buses especially the 10. Increase services on the 139 

More buses, more frequent on?you every half hour 

More direct routes from Kirkby/Page Moss through to Halewood during 
working hours 

More frequency. 

More frequent 

More frequent 61 service. 

More frequent and reliable 

MORE FREQUENT SERVICE 

more frequent service at night 

More frequent service into Liverpool (61s only every half hour). 

More frequent service, the 76 is the only bus that runs the whole length of 
Menlove Avenue and yet currently has a poor service: 2 buses an hour 
Monday to Friday daytime and hourly other times. I live near Menlove 
Avenue and use this bus to commute to work in Halewood. If I miss an 
evening bus, I have to wait an hour for the next one. Unacceptable. 

More frequent timings, usually swap between 133 and 97a and train route 
depending on timings 

More regular service. At present, there's only a handful of journeys each 
way per day and only in Monday to Friday peak hours. I would like to see it 
operate half hourly 7am-7pm Monday to Saturday 

More reliable, 42 is always about ten minutes late. 

more services going to more places 3b in the morning only goes to huyton 
bus station no good when you work at the top of wilson road 

More services to hunts cross train station 

More services to woolton from okell drive. Only got a half hour service 

Need a bus that goes directly from Carr Mill to Eccleston without having to 
change 

Need buses to Prescott and of an evening. Late night services from 
Liverpool to long view drive. Can only get to Huyton bus station. Need a 
local circular up to after 11pm around moss croft. They finish at 6pm. Odd 8 
or 9 but nothing refusal not reliable 



No 

No 61 of a night. Do t use much of a night but friends struggle with night 
time services 

No problems. 

None 

None 

None. Good network. 

On time! 

Operate via Longview Lane (Knowsley Leisure Centre) Green Lane (L13 6RZ) 
& Derby Lane (L13) Start and terminate some journeys at Liverpool one bus 
station / Water street, operate after 20:00 operate on Sundays and bank 
holidays 

Pay rise for drivers. 

Reinstatement of 6 so can get down edge lane, can't get to new shops now . 
Have to travel to town at the moment but need to get to edge lane. Make 
queen square bus Stn bigger so buses can get out quicker. 

Reliability 10b is terrible 

Reliability! Bus NEVER ON TIME! always late or doesn't run. Worst service 
ever 

Reliable more. 

Reliable take 166/188/266/288 contract off htl. Far too unreliabke 

Reliablity 

Service 15. I would use this service more if it went closer to my destination 
in liverpool city center. As it stands the 15 only goes to crosshall st/dale 
street. This leaves me with a 20 min walk to work and the same going 
home. Currently i get the 15 to tuebrook and then change to the 12 or 13 to 
get me closer to work. 

-Service 3/3A/3B remake the 163/263/883 with the operators in March 
(Stagecoach/Avon Buses) so we have more services to Court Hey and Belle 
Vale. 

Stockbridge Village to Huyton isn't as well served As it used to be since the 
258a was withdrawn. Also, it would be better if the 217 called into the 
Village like the 12s & 13s do 

Stop striking so much. 

Stop the strikes. Understand why but becoming pain 

 



Improvements that encourage patronage 

Better reliability, fast services (few people who use the bus need a stop every 30 metres so services 
shouldn't stop so regularly, bus arrival boards at sir Thomas Street, better advertising at bus stops of 
regular buses (eg: in London they have small squares above wash bus stop which tell you exactly 
what buses stop there), an iBus system like in London and other cities would mean much more 
accessible information. 

More frequent buses for football matches on the 26/27 

Nothing 

Cheaper fares. Bus fares have become extortionate in comparison to wages. I'm sure the bosses at 
Merseytravel aren't feeling the pinch though. The buses need nationalising. 

More even spacing, ie less bunching. 

79, 75/80/86/86a Revien Street Situations (Congestion) & reprogram traffic lights to prioritise bus 
routes more than non bus routes 

Transponders on controlled junctions, real time indicators on bus stops, bus-only lanes, bus red 
routes, improved 79 route through Paddington School site to link Wavertree with Brownlow Hill. 

Arriva route 63 - Bootle-Crosby-Fazakerley Circular - an earlier start at Fazakerley 

Shorter frequency 

More double decker buses at peak times 

The bus drivers are more often than not are very rude . I don't know why but maybe they need a 
customer service course as it makes the customers have a unpleasant journey 

Buses coming on time would be useful, instead of buses being missed out and then two or more 
coming at the same time (service 62) 

Double decker at peak times , more frequent and reliable 17. 

Bus services to be on time. 17 is currently running good times and is currently reliable 

More space on buses for prams and trolleys 

More buses on 62 route often left for an hour waiting especially of a Friday evening after work and 
Sunday afternoon, service needs to be regular currently unreliable often have to get taxi as I have a 
life and don't have 2 hours to wait each day for a bus, The journey is long enough as it is. I find if you 
are not getting a bus to or from city centre the service is not reliable and often have to find an 
alternative route quite frankly it's not good enough 

898/899 should run further into huyton village. alot of people who use this bus seevice have to get 
off at page moss (end of route) to get another bus into huyton village 

Service 18 desperately needs bigger busses. Overcrowding is a daily occurrence and it's near 
impossible to even get a bus to stop on the way home at rush hour. 

More regular serivces of an evening 

The first big improvement I would suggest is to ban food and drink on all public buses.  It happens in 
other parts of the world i.e. Australia and the buses are a lot more pleasant to travel on.  Some 
people are absolutely disgusting and leave no end of fast food rubbish all over the seats. I would also 
suggest running a different timetable during school holidays, it serves no purpose for the bus to 
hang around at bus stops because the low volume of traffic means they arrive too early at the stop.  
If the travel time was reduced we could all get to work a bit earlier and become more productive.  
Another problem with the route I use is the drivers cutting off huge chunks of the route when they 
see fit.  Many a time I have witnessed an 18 not doing the loop on Croxteth Park Estate and just 
going around the roundabout or missing out Mann Island. 

Service 102, it's ok through the day but at evenings and weekends there is no service to get to the 
hospitals - Alder hey & Fazackley. currently is not serving old Croxteth in the evenings, it should be 
rerouted to serve Croxteth Park 

102 in the evening as it doesn't go around Croxteth Park-in the evenings I have to get 2 buses home 
from work. 



Being able to pay with a contactless card would be a HUGE improvement. I often don't carry cash so 
being able to use my card/phone on the buses would be a tremendous improvement. Could the 
system used by TfL be implemented in Liverpool? It works very well in London. 

Alternative route other than Mill lane - always a queue of traffic no matter what time of day. 

There needs to be a later departure from city centre , at night at approx 23.45 etc the current 2330 
is a bit too early for connections from rail 

It is supposed to come every 7 mins, I often sit there for 30 waiting for one. Too full to get on when 
they do turn up. Had to start using car of a Saturday as too unreliable. If morning issues continue will 
have to start taking car to work as terrible  bus service making me late 

13 terminating at James Street during early morning (not Queens Square) 15 to / from James Street  
(not Victoria Street)  It is a MAJOR problem travelling home  early evening from 5 to 6 O'clock, 
missed out buses, never to time,  ALWAYS OVERCROWDED, its a nightmare, dangerous and totally 
puts me off travelling by bus. I can't emphasise enough how STRESSFUL it is travelling on over 
crowded bus'. 

61 - driver always stops outside alder hey in the morning making the bus late to Old Swan, where the 
68 is always early to Broadgreen road so I miss the connection. Occassionally in the evenings the bus 
is full - obviously traffic can't be avoided but surely you can do something about buses being an hour 
between?! So if it's going to be busy put a double decker on. 

attention paid to synchronising services. for example both the 300 and 310 are timed to follow each 
other leaving you with a 30 min wait if you miss them because the 61 is late as it always is an 
unreliable service. They used to alternate about every 15 mins 

for the buses to run to time and not have 4 come at once which is normal for the 12 and 13 routes 

More double decker buses to fit all the passengers and charging ports 

Bus lanes would make journey faster 

I used to use the 6 or 7 to commute mon-fri into work. When the 6 was removed I switched to using 
the 139 as the times for the 7 were unreliable and unsuitable for my commute. The 139 became just 
as unreliable and therefore I decided to make the move to getting the train each day. Whilst using 
the train is proving to be a more reliable service, Wavertree Technology Park is further away from 
my house and it seems ridiculous that I am very close to 2 stops within 5 minutes on 2 different 
routes with 2 different providers and yet I can't rely on either to get me into work on time. Not only 
this but I am within 5 minutes walk from the main routes through Old Swan (10s, etc) but again, it 
just seems like a risk I can't be bothered to make with regards to my employment. As a non-driver, I 
don't mind paying to use these services and can't complain on the price but I won't pay for an 
unreliable service and will stick to getting the train when I start my new job next week. 

The Halton No:61 service is the ONLY service remaining now on Bowring Park Road, ever since Arriva 
decided to withdraw the no:6 service back in July 2016. This service only runs twice an hour during 
the day - there is NO evening service. The 61 service runs down Wavertree Road. There is currently 
NO service via Edge Lane which is the key main route into Liverpool. There is no way of getting to 
Edge Lane from Bowring Park by bus. This is bizarre as Edge Lane is an expanding 
retail/leisure/commercial park. Why are people in this area being denied a reasonable level of 
service considering this is a main road into Liverpool?? How can people be encouraged to use public 
transport when there is no bus service to take advantage of? This needs addressing. We need a 
reasonable level of service throughout the day and some sort of service of an evening to Liverpool 
city centre passing through both the Wavertree Road area and Edge Lane. The current meagre 
service provided by just one operator is just not good enough! 

More frequent service of the number 7 

Express services on routes with a number of stops such as the 10/10A route 

62 bus never on time, several buses missed out everyday, extremley overcrowded when if they ever 
do arrive 

139 start and terminate journey journeys at Liverpool one bus station, go via north John street and 



Lord street, increase time frequency, use Dovecot avenue as hail and ride, go via Knowsley Leisure 
and Culture Park Longview drive incase the arriva routes 8&9 get withdrawn as my uncle uses the 
baths as he would have to walk from Huyton bus station 

68/68A increase bus times, 68 should be double Decker buses, Sunday morning buses should start at 
06:00, 68A should operate on boxing day and new year's day 

68 needs to keep to its timetable! 

more wifi buses. 

the bus frequently doesnt adhere to the timetable, it states that the frquency is every 10 mins this 
rarely happens, today i was at the bust stop at 8.39 this is the time it states on your timetable 
displayed at bus stop, I must have missed it by a whisker but couldnt see it pulling off so chances are 
it came slightly early, the 8.49 did not come I got on the bus at 8.57   , then another 27 was right 
behind it so it is impossible to jusge, I go to work from Page moss Lane Huyton to Kirkdale the  
journey is bad enough as pilch lane is busy as is the roundabout and then either through old swan if i 
get the 9 or 10 buses or by jolly miller which is often gridlocked if i get the 15.  I am frquesntly late 
for work and cannot leave any earier due to childcrae  commitments so it doesnt help when  I should 
be able to get into work for 9.10 my start but dont because buses have let me down.  the attitude of 
a lot of drivers is shocking, much more customer care is needed you would think they were allowing 
me to travel on their own personal bus not a paying passenger. 

15 to go right into town like it used to and for the buses to be on time 

More frequent buses at peak times, the bus has to skip stops as it gets busy due to Carmel college 
students. 

Less loud and smelly people 

Survey didn't let me select route 7 but answers apply to both 7 and 139. Improved frequency would 
make me use bus more. Wifi on board, bus priority measures to reduce time spent in traffic jams at 
peak hours 

I would like to make a number of suggestions 

7 - nicer buses, these always seem to be the manky older style ones that constantly smell of wee 
300/310 - SPREAD THE TIMINGS OUT - using these to come back from Maghull and both buses arrive 
at the stops at the same time 

At present I don't have a bus along the road where I live - I have to walk & sometime have to get 2 
buses to them to my destinations - I live on Bowring Park road Liverpool l4 3nd 

More buses, more reliability re timetable - often one doesn't turn up and then two appear together 

bus service required to travel to above amenities. Also to get to Edge Lane and City. Since buses 
have been stopped in the area of Bowring Park Road it is almost impossible to travel anywhere. 
People alighting train at Barrow park station are left stranded. The bus stop is outside the station but 
there are no buses to take them any further!!! There is no transport in the area after 6pmish. Taxis 
are required which is a costly expense. An additional bus stop between Chelwood Ave and Rocky 
Lane. Hoping for an improvement to the services:- Even if its only an hourly service to take in the 
Rocket & Broadgreen station 

Having a service to use 

I would like a bus to connect to Childwall Valley Rd and the Swan (Prescot Rd) 

Punctuality Punctuality! The 61 can arrive (occssionally) ealier than scheduled but more frequently 
upto 20 mins late. The No 6 was removed when they both travelled together so potential was lost.  
The 30 min 'service' finishes early evening so we have no bus service at all in the evening. Sadly 
residents have lost faith in the service but can you rectify that? The problem appears to arise from 
the journey length from Widnes area it's too loong for it to be punctual but if the 61a and 61 'met' at 
the Huyton station as a terminus, then the bus journey could be improved by running from Huyton 
to Liverpool Queen Square. Please give us a service. Comments are often made that we don't have a 
footfall but the lack of service does not encourage use. The Sunday 'service is a 1 hour schedule but 
you can't know if you have missed one or not and can wait a long time or just simple walk,walk  & 



walk 

Services to run on time and not having two buses turn up at the same time frequently. Also, to have 
them start earlier in the morning. 

Stop the 8,9,10,10a arriving in bunches of 7 or 8. Then have to wait over 20 mins for a bus. Happens 
regularly. Services need regulation. 

Put your timing points back to pre 24/7/16. Too long now, which leads to arriving early in between 
stops. And then have half hour to wait for next no. 7. Or adjust running times to tie up with actual 
bus timetable. Why should you have to arrive at a bus stop five minutes early, and stand in rain as 
there is no shelter. Aged 76 I cant run yet I only live across road from stop, why don't drivers know 
what time to be at bus stop? 4 to 5 minutes early is unforgiveable. I've been travelling this route for 
68 years! Move the 7 to a 20 min service or not to Warrington. 

Bring back the 6. More regular service, currently every 30 minutes and closer time to 9:30 
concessionary start 

Better timekeeping, 

More buses at peak times. Trying to get the 79 (or other buses on this route including the 78) bus 
out of town towards Wavertree at 5pm until about 6.30pm means it is packed with standing room 
only. I have to start heading towards the front of the bus a stop before I want to get off to ensure I 
can get off at my stop or there is a long walk back for me to my road from the next one.   The same 
applies to the 86 buses, especially during term time heading into town with students filling the bus, 
often with musical instruments or sports equipment adding to the lack of room. Also around school 
hometime there is often mums with prams on this bus as well. I understand they all have a right to 
travel, but is it possible to add extra buses (even just 1 or 2) from 2.30 until 4pm to allow parents 
who don't drive to access a reliable bus service?   At school home time (3pm onwards) my daughter 
who gets the 86 daily to and from school often has to wait until gone 4pm (She gets to the bus stop 
at Allerton Road/Mather Avenue Tesco around 3.30pm) before she can get on a bus as they're all so 
busy. I understand it's a sudden influx of passengers but buses from South Park Way towards town 
seem to reduce in number at this time. I know as I use the arriva app to let her know where the next 
arriva bus is.   Also better bus stops along some routes (especially where school kids gather) would 
be an improvement. I know of one stop (Allerton Ballantrae Road) which is just a post, however I 
know pupils from the local school use it daily and other stops in the area are shelter ones, but not 
that one. 

Cheaper tickets. On all services, perhaps My Tickets for students too or at least under 21s. 

It would be great if I could buy my weekly ticket on a Stagecoach bus and use it on Arriva buses, but 
it only works the other way around. This means when I'm buying my weekly ticket I don't have the 
option of getting on a Stagecoach as buying a weekly ticket from there would mean I would be 
limited to getting Stagecoaches for the rest of the week. Same applies if I'm buying a daily ticket. 

None 

I have no problem with the frequency of the buses on my current root, or my old bus route (86, 80). I 
am lucky that my routes are well served. But the prices are high. People are travelling to work to 
earn a living and forking out large amounts to private companies and their shareholders. People's 
need to travel to work should not be exploited for private gain. More buses would be great I 
imagine, but dependent on less other traffic. Generally I think the buses are Ok in Liverpool, cost 
aside. 

Bus loves back 

More buses as lots of students and always full 79D 

Frequency.later buses 

Wavertree Rd & Picton Rd are very slow, bring back back the bus lanes. 

If there was a bus going from Wavertree High Street then down West Derby Road (the A5049) I'd use 
it several times a week - but currently I'd have to change buses to get there so I tend to use the car 
for those trips 



More services to Queen sq instead of 1 bus every 20mins after 7am 

Timetable info - more detail when a mix of services. Happy with buses, congestion a problem. 

None - all services I use are excellent - always on time 

Later evening services and increased frequency and service down edge lane. 

vital to keep Belle Vale circular. No services to Broad Green Hospital. Need more to hosp 

We need more buses per hour along this route 1 every 30 mins is poor. Sometimes  they dont turn 
up at all. I do not drive and this route is badly served. Make the finish times later too. All buses end 
by 7.30. Make buses more frequent on a Sunday. 1 per hour? Joke. 

Later evening services 

Service to Belle Vale, Huyton, Royal Hosp, Manor Farm - from Bowring Park Road 

More buses on the 61 Halton route and have it running later into the evening, and re-introduce the 
Arriva 6 route 

More services - staggered times & spaced out. No 6 route reinstated - Edge Lane - any service to 
cover Edge Lane. Smaller bus okay. Keep to timetable. 

Bus route is very poor, if they ran more regular I would definitely use the bus rather then my car. As 
far as I am aware I have a choice of one bus which is the 61.  If I wanted to use the 79 I would have a 
30 minute walk along Chelwood to get to Childwall Valley Road, as I have mobility problems.  There 
is a small bus that runs along Chelwood, I have no idea of the times and in the 9 years I have lived in 
the area I don't think I have ever seen one travel the road.  I think the area if very poorly serviced 
and I don't have any hopes of it improving 

We need the no. 6 bus back in service and more regular service on the 61 route from widnes 

6 bus back, more regular 61 from widnes 

61 being more reliable. Cant get to old swan from Chelwood ave. 165 is fab and needed keep it. 

more frequent service, from have (old 6 route) we are cut off & cant access leisure, hosp etc, in town 
& would like a link to 79 or 10 bus - at least hourly. 

At present, the 79D usually at Childwall Fiveways accompanied by a 79, 79C and 14 (Halton 
Transport). It can be normal to wait another 10 minutes when the 'procession' is often repeated. 
Perhaps merging the 79 and 79D services to run from Halewood to Liverpool One via Queen Square. 

I have recently reduced my use of the bus, especially in the evening peak, out if the city. The loss of 
bus lanes & reconfigured Crown Street junction make journey times ridiculous. It's now 15 mins 
quicker to walk from Mann Island to Lime Street, catch a train then walk another 12-15 mins home 
from Broadgreen station. Thus at a time when you are promoting a bus alliance, it's a mockery.   Also 
like to plea that the 174 remains, it's not perfect but serves a great many people who would 
otherwise be isolated. 

Make the 174 turn up on time at Belle Vale in the afternoons please 

Bus Lanes back 

more room on bus in the morning rush always full of school kids, no seats 

Contactless payment 

too many buses 

79d 

78 frequency needs to be increased especially as it serves the main entrance of the Royal Hospital. 

78 half hour service single decker bus hospital bus none after half 6 can't get to hospital 

The 174 why not go into town even if 1 an hour (like 173) you get on, gateacre drive and have a 
change at fiveways. 

If the bus says it will come at a particular time, then it should come at that time. Also, don't put 
fewer buses on in school holidays because people still work. 

Buses being on time more often 

If there was a service home to Aigburth from dale street other than the half hourly service of the 



103. No other service to that part of south liverpool 

 



What impact (if any) will the proposed bus service change... 
none 

O 

No direct service to South of Liverpool without having to change buses in the city centre 

May have to restart using my car when going to the match 

Lack of joined up travel to football match Would have to walk from Sandhills 

this is an issue that is not proposed but has happened, why has the no 15 been moved weekdays and 
saturdays from VB to VE stop on Victoria St. the 15 is the only bus i can get and does not stop in the 
commercial district where i work. this is very annoying and i find it extremely difficult to get an 
honest and straight answer from either Merseytravel or Arriva as to who is responsible for this. i 
know that many people have complained but obviously no on is listening, you say you want more 
people to use the buses but i will be returning to using my car if the 15 continues to stop at the VE 
stop 

I usually use the service to get to and from Catherine Street or Liverpool University Library (Sidney 
Jones). No other service can get me there. 

173 use to get to belle vale shopping have a disabled travel pass due to walking problems 

There are many elderly and disabled people living in this area who rely on this bus for shopping It's a 
very long walk up hill to get to shops on Park Road Some of us just couldn't manage without this 
service Please don't take it away from us 

Disruption to going to and from work. To the hospitals. 

30 - none 

Service 101 - wrong top remove the bus service from Princess Parade. More offices are being 
occupied in the area and more flats; what is needed is a fast direct service to Lime St station, not the 
current patchy service which meanders its way across town at a snail's pace. This will give a bad 
impression on visitors to businesses in the area, and will only encourage more staff to drive. It is fine 
to walk to Princes Parade in nice weather, but the bus service becomes important when it is foul. Do 
not run down our city, better transport links are proven to help economic growth. 

Water Street residents have NO convenient bus services. My wife can't even get around to Liverpool 
1 (in bad weather).and yet buses come down Water Street heading for the L1 bus station. There is 
no service from Water Street to Lime Street station or to the Hope Street area (restaurants, the Phil 
etc). It is difficult to get home from anywhere in Liverpool. We have buses "laying over" in Water 
Street, but have not been able to use them to get to Water Street. Why are City Centre residents 
treated so badly? 

68a - little bus routes connecting bootle to walton past 6pm 

I use the c4/5 every time I go to work, shopping or to get to any other place it would be inconvenient 

68 bus to Aigburth is already hourly in the evenings from Anfield so is not a viable option to return 
from Anfield. The Soccerbus is also very slow for journeys to the Aigburth/Mossley Hill area so I think 
that this is acceptable and it would be better to improve the 917 service. The queues for the 917 are 
very long as only a couple of buses are loaded at a time. 

They will be lots of waiting around, causing me to probably no longer make the trip, just makes 
things harder to get from A-B 

103 

Service 101 is used by a lot of people, many of who, like me, are disabled or elderly. Not everyone 
can walk to scotland road. The 101 alsoruns to the main doctors surgery in the area, which is a great 
distance away from any other bus stops. 

Not too much as I can always get 61 

I would have too pay for a taxi! 



will have to get bus into city centre then bus up to the hospital or to london road i have quite a few 
appointment's at the hospital . 

Don't know 

C4/C5 will mean I no longer have a direct route from home to work. 30 will mean I no longer have a 
direct route to visit my relatives 

I'm 75 years old. C4/5 to my Doctor, to Supermarket, to Hospital, to friends and family, all on this 
bus route Alternate routes would involve crossing the main road at Park road for the 82, which can 
be very busy and dangerous to cross at times for trips into Liverpool, with bus changes to get to the 
hospital. Also trips in the opposite direction ie to Supermarket or doctor, mean that I'd have to cross 
the busy Park road on my return journey. 

Visiting my in laws. Going to visit my doctor. Going to visit my family. When travelling from Lime 
Street. To get to town. To get home from town when carrying heavy loads as I have a long standing 
arm injury that prevents be from carrying heavy loads without further injury. When going to visit my 
wife's nan. Previously used for getting to and from work. There are numerous old people dependent 
on this route and it's an utter disgrace that it's being considered to be stopped. It's one of 2 routes 
that go towards Brunswick and will stop frequently. The 500 only stops at selected stops. Getting rid 
of it will stop lots of people from being able to get to town 

Witdrawing selected services and replacing them with other ones, wil certainly have a major impact, 
because in your new routes, you haven't considered the fact that in the area around the baltic 
triangle, jamaica street, sefton street and upper parliament street, brunswick dock, etc. there have 
been many new residents that are struggling to get close to a bus stop in order to make it to their 
offices. Not only that, but stopping the c4/c5 bus service, that also runs in the afternoon/vening, is 
also not convenient because people that live in the above areas mentioned will have difficulty 
getting back home and they might need to walk quite a Distance to get to convenient bus service. 
This also stands for the 82D service, that you have set to run in the morning and bring people to the 
business district around Dale St, Old Hall, Tithebarn but you haven't thought of a similar service to 
return the, from the same drop off location. 

None....I think 

89/329 travel to and from work(I use first bus of the day and travel home late) 76- travel to and from 
town 

52a 55 52 56 63 56 

The withdrawal of the C4/C5 will cause inconvenience to myself and how I travel around the city. In 
addition, this service is used by many elderly people in the Dingle area to access shopping areas and 
the city centre. The steep roads around the Dingle area mean that many people rely on these 
services 

Increased capacity at anfield means there is nowhere to park - the soccer bus is the ideal way to 
alleviate parking problems 

I struggle to walk far this is ideal for my health 

Unsure 

21 bus Route is vital for the local residents and also for people outside the area who work at Royal 
Liverpool Hospital. There is also safety issue for local residents in Netherfield Road area. Without the 
21 bus people would have to walk through the park at night to get home. 

The Soccerbus appears to be a very popular service. I am usually on the first bus running on 
matchday and one of the 'second round' of buses after the match - and it's always busy. On those 
occasions when I am travelling a little later the bus is still packed. Pushing all football fans into the 
city centre to pick up the 917 or other local bus routes will add time to our journeys as well as 
increasing demand for that service. The Soccerbus is part of our matchday and I'd be sorry to lose it. 



139 prove difficult to travel to huyton old swan & city centre & no 7 remembering no 6 was 
withdrawn and the new edge lane shopping centre passengers from bowring park area will have no 
bus to go to this new development 

Busier services and traffic to/from football matches. 

It is a lifeline for most people in Dingle getting to and from hospitals and visiting relatives. 

If you get rid of any of the services I use each week I will be unable to work and go shopping and see 
family or friends. The services I use often are 26/27, 75, 76, 79, 80/80A, 82, 86/86A. I need these 
services to remain the same OR an updated timetable will be good as I use these services for work 
and other stuff. If you can get Arriva to make the 26/27 route a double decker route that would be 
good as the single decker's are too small for all the customers at peak times! Regards 

Difficult getting to the match with ease 

c4 /c5 will stop me from visiting relatives as the c4 a d c5 go directly to my relatives,with out them i 
would have to take a longer route to get their. 

Worked in city centre for 40 years now retired...use 165 for shopping trips...also Halton 
61....sometimes 79 & also sometimes train... 

C4/C5 gets me to my hospital aappointment 

101 - I rely on this service to get to Vauxhall Primary Care Centre. Even if other parts of the route 
were removed, the section serving Limekiln Lane and Latimer Street is essential for myself and other 
users of VPHC. 

Significant impact 76 Use it a lot to get to work and know of several children who use it to get to 
school 

Will be unable to get home from work on county road to copy lane 

The C5 and C4 are essential for me.I have arthritis in my knee.If I lose this bus service I wlll struggle 
to attend hospital and GP Appointments. Also,I would not be able to get to and from work. 

I have not yet seen any mention of the 47 or X2 being affected. I hope they stay as they are-the 
Southport/Liverpool services have been stripped down hugely already. 

None that I am immediately aware of. 

I think it is ridiculous and the people making these changes do not have a clue. Have they ever used 
a bus??? 

The withdrawal of the C4/C5 will leave the parade along the Mersey from the Quayside Yacht Club 
to the Albert Dock with zero service of any kind. There will also be no direct service to the Royal 
Liverpool for all of the people living in The Keel, Coburg Docks and Albert Docks. The withdrawal of 
the C4/C5 is dangerous. It will expose those living in those areas to the very busy road (Sefton 
Street) which near the Coburg Pub has suffered two serious RTA's, the last one needing the fire 
service to cut a lady free. There is no sidewalk between the stop nearest to Coburg Wharf and the 
traffic lights at the Coburg. It will simply mean more car journeys. Clearly the person looking at this 
route has no idea of the areas geography. Poor decision. 

None 

63. I travel on this from Thornton to netherton. 47 is the only bus I am able to use to travel to 
Liverpool for appointments and for my daughter to see family. 43/46 I use to travel from southport 
to home. If these buses get removed I will struggle a lot to find a way to visit family and I also feel 
that buses should not be removed as we lose enough as it is. 

76 would mean catching a busier and slower 75 or 80/86 

Don't know what proposed changes are, but have mental health issues and rely on bus to see family 
for support 

None 



It would mean having to walk to park road for the 82 or across an unlit park to the train which i do 
not feel safe doing in the early morning especially in winter. 

It will make my trip to watch football so much harder to get to the ground , I suspect many will take 
their cars to the stadium causing more congestion on the roads 

Loosing the C4/C5 will have a massive impact on me, I'm a busy working mum, this bus is on my door 
step and gets me to work in 20 minutes, it's always on time and with a reduced rate than the main 
stream services. This bus is also the only service that serves Dingle to the Royal Hospital, without this 
service, I don't know how the people of Dingle will get to the hospital. This bus is so important to our 
community. 

A lot of hospital staff get this bus .if i had to get another bus id have to get out earlier and get 
another bus then walk frm city centre.it would be noce for this bus to run til 9pm for the hospital 
staff when we finish as it quite scary walkin threw town alone after a tiring shift to try amd get 
home.this bus is safe and drops me around the corner from my house 

If 487 scrapped no longer able to travel to liverpool 

Timetable Changes means lower frequency of buses 

THIS IS A VITAL SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY OF DINGLE IT'S A LIFELINE SERVING THE ELDERLY AND 
TWO MAJOR HOSPITALS PLEASE RETHINK YOUR PROPOSALS 

Soccorbis This will cause more congestion on match days and difficulties parking around the ground 
it is a good service that myself and 2 children use to get to and from anfield on match days and the 
cues for the buses is always long so do not understand how this service does not cover its own 
running costs as the buses are always full 

Difficulty getting to match. No parking facilities. Soccer bus is well used and appreciated 

NEED MORE BUS/S FROM FAZAKLEY TO LIVERPOOL AND FROM FAZAKLEY TO NETHERTON NO 
SERVICE TO GET TO HOSPITAL ALWAYS HAVE TO GET TAXI FROM NETHERTON MARION SQ TO 
HOSPITAL AND SAME GOING BACK NEED BUS ON 

I use the 76 when I need to get to appointments at Liverpool Royal 

This will impact on my time in the morning. I would have to get up earlier, leave earlier and have to 
walk across town to get a bus that i know can be unreliable and then walk further once getting off 
the bus. I cannot afford the extra money to get a train as i have a yearly solo bus ticket. This service 
is extremely busy and i feel that one of the most used services for both getting to and from work and 
day to day travel for the community is not being thought of with reducing the service. This is the 
C4/5 service. this will be a great disruption to myself and many others whom use this service. 

If the Soccer Bus is changed or removed then it will make getting to the match harder and therefore 
less appealing. Everton and Liverpool should subsidise this. 

I will need to walk to Anfield from Sandhills 

I will not be able to go to the matches as I cannot walk very far or up hills. The evening games may 
not finish in time to get the last train back to the Wirral. 

Will need to find an alternative car park. 

need it to get to tesco on park rd and stops outside iceland am disabled and be lost without it c4c5 
and there are a lot of pensioners who live on cockburn st 

i use it for shopping in town and park rd and its the only hospital bus we have to the royal 

437 is the only bus service available to me 

While pregnant the C5 has been the only way I can get to work suffering with severe morning 
sickness the overcrowded double deckers on the 82 route have been unusable for me. My main 
concern is for the elderly and infirm in my local area though, the route gives them valuable social 
interaction. You only have to get on this bus yourself to realise what it gives people socially. It's more 



than just a trip to Tesco. It's their lifeline. 

It will make it so much harder for myself and thousands of others to travel on match days. It will 
have a huge knock on effect on roads as people try to get to Anfield in taxis (plus extra costs), and 
private cars. 

I WILL HAVE TO FIND AN ALTERNATIVE ROUTE, MAY HAVE TO USE MY CAR WHICH WILL INCREASE 
CONGESTION. I COME ON THE TRAIN FROM THE WIRRAL AND USE THE SANDHILLS ROUTE TO AVOID 
GOING INTO THE CITY CENTRE. 

I am a pensioner. I need both the c4 and c5. It will have a devastating impact on my life if the 
services are withdrawn. 

I would not be able to go to football games any more 

I rely 100% on the 62 & 63 arriva bus services to get me to and from work. I would find it very 
difficult if any of the service times were cut. 

Will not be going out as often as there is only another bus service which is in park Rd , and there is 
only 82 bus , as I am bad with walking a distance the C5 & C4 are a vital service to the local 
community 

Use the 30 and c5 to travel to mum's home two to three times a week. 

Will mean I have to walk to work instead of get the bus. Also removes the ease of getting the soccer 
bus from a tran station, instead increasing traffic and people in the already busy city centre! 

I will have to change my GP if I cannot get to the surgery using the C4/C5 bus routes. It would be 
very difficult for me if these bus routes are changed in any way. Please leave them alone. Thanks 

Please don't scrap the soccerbus service. There are enough problems trying to park a car near both 
LFC and EFC football grounds. This soccerbus service is vital on matchdays/nights. Thanks 

There is no other bus close for me to get to and from work on time. Also to collect my son from 
school when I finish work. Or when I go grocery shopping. 

Not sure 

It's a lifeline For my hospital appointments 

I will have 2 get 2 buses to work 

I would advise not having the 263 go into Huyton Ind Est and only have the 163. Also swap the 263 
and 163 between Belle Vale and Huyton so the 163 goes via Bowring Park Road. You need more 
buses to head actually into Belle Vale bus station for example the 79 and the 14 (Halton). 173 
seemed very light around Sefton Park. I think the proposed 173 should extend to Brunswick Rail 
Station following the same route as the C4/5 The C4/5 seemed quite busy routes. Maybe see about 
putting the C1 back on or something small as I find the city circulars very handy. I know the 
commercial operators do it but they dont seem at all happy with people doing short hops to 
Liverpool One for example. They almost empty at queen square and frown upon people boarding 
there in my experience. From what I have seen, people prefer to board the C buses than wait at the 
QS alighting area. 

Walk too far to Scotland Road 

C5 use it regularly an think it's disgusting that 1 of only 2 bus services that reach where I live will be 
cancelled. Not only that but a bus service that operates around the Albert dock/Queens dock is 
surely essential for the current/ proposed residential and leisure users. 

101 infrequent half hour service on 54 and walking to Scotland road for an alternative. Lots of 
elderly people use the 101 to get out and about 



Please keep the Soccerbus running it makes it so much easier for supporters of both Everton & 
Liverpool to get to and from home games at Goodison & Anfield. On the rare occasions Soccerbus 
doesn't run e.g. Boxing Day it is a nightmare getting to and from the match. Anytime I travel by 
Soccerbus the buses are always full in both directions it seems to be a very popular means of getting 
to and from the game with thousands of supporters I hope the service is retained 

If the 30 and the 101 are withdrawn, there will be no service for vauxhall residents. 

I will havr to walk into town with a bad back. Especially in the winter and when it is dark this will 
become an issue as I have to walk by the canel into town from the princess parade as my office block 
is right by the Mersey.This will take me an extra 20 mins a day to get to my next bus stop to get me 
back to Wavertree where I live. 

 



Contract Service Rev Pax Rev Pax Rev Pax Rev Pax Rev Pax Rev Pax Rev Pax
T4489 30/30A £2,272.80 5231 £1,831.70 4616 £2,023.10 5243 £2,011.90 5136 £2,455.20 6171 £2,375.20 6114
T4090 40 £836.90 5510 £920.00 5543 £906.60 5526 £942.60 5584 £861.30 5452 £830.50 5,545 £793.00 5,298
T4068B 56 £81.10 273 £88.90 271 £70.70 230 £118.70 308 £125.40 257 £74.60 246 £80.60 265
T3871B 56 2718.1 4516 2813.2 4783 2091 3924 2322.4 4556 2557.5 4982 2439.5 3911 2133.3 3810
T3874 61 2222.5 2952 2513.3 3040 1414.3 2193 1513.1 2239 2100.5 2776 1493.3 2164 1514 2114
T4492 103 - - 5322.8 5276 5659.8 5742 4840.3 4962 4546.9 4563 5098.1 5453 4947.8 5647
T4497 135 - - 530.6 2518 425.6 2243 495.9 2443 473.2 2380 406.8 2354 377.4 2228
T4498 144 189.4 178 159.4 158 107.7 140 98.8 100 112 91 109.9 90 109.6 119
T4519A 157 217.5 888 366.7 1307 364.5 1226 470.1 1409 386.7 1305 383.9 1246 418.5 1251
T4137A 206 430.7 1970 519.8 2047 547 2062 318 1865 403.9 1881 505.9 2144 452.9 2113
T4055B Mag Circ 5756.6 23157 5328.9 22003 5480 23045 4982.4 22839 4534.2 21580 5630 23597 5764.3 25165
T4496 235 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T3891A 236 924.7 2553 1005.9 2478 1004.5 2605 793.7 2331 740.2 2280 954.4 2700 940.3 2726

Contract Service Rev Pax Rev Pax Rev Pax Rev Pax Rev Pax Rev Pax
T4489 30/30A £1,954.10 5204 2008.9 4992 1499.5 3963 2043.9 5149 2194.4 5183 £2,071.50 5475
T4090 40 £772.20 5395 984.3 5667 684.7 4411 824.1 5123 704.2 5054 £785.60 5261
T4068B 56 £96.90 251 £91.40 277 £217.40 500 £90.90 267 £105.20 246 £111.80 302
T3871B 56 2126.8 3943 2736.9 4398 2373.4 4039 2104.2 4073 2225.6 4231 3013.7 5278
T3874 61 1511.2 2064 1453.9 2035 1488.9 1879 1159.6 1660 1274.6 1768 1799 2615
T4492 103 5243.3 6051 5063.2 5689 3957.6 4427 4833.1 5426 4922.1 5627 4737.8 5237
T4497 135 481.4 2102 424.8 2002 340.1 1773 284.2 1508 - - - -
T4498 144 133.8 130 118.2 103 123.8 98 15.4 19 125.4 115 138.8 120
T4519A 157 439.7 1100 438.8 1292 401.3 1103 343.7 1189 326.5 1174 438.5 1363
T4137A 206 440.3 1928 405.5 1908 308.6 1564 356.4 1919 431.3 2093 419 2078
T4055B Mag Circ 6253.7 25049 6784.6 25674 4811 19832 5465.9 23553 5469 22187 5416.7 22712
T4496 235 - - - - - - 85.3 72 5.1 3 41.7 41
T3891A 236 1086.4 2691 943.6 2310 741.2 1924 863.7 2593 912.5 2952 803.6 2517

30/10/16 to 26/11/16 19/03/17 to 15/04/1719/02/17 to 18/03/1722/01/17 to 18/02/1725/12/16 to 21/01/1727/11/16 to 24/12/16

02/10/16 to 29/10/1604/09/16 to 01/10/1617/04/16 to 14/05/16 15/05/16 to 11/06/16 12/06/16 to 09/07/16 10/07/16 to 06/08/16 07/08/16 to 03/09/16



Improvements that encourage patronage 

Don't turn up 3 buses come together never on time 

 

 

The cost is now quite expensive. Some reduction of this. 

Later service running the full route. 

need a service from melling to kirkby 

Better knowledge of times.  Able to buy a saveway on the bus 

PUNCTUALITY AND HIGHER FREQUENCY 

More services  we Have NONE at night so can no go out we need a service up till 9 at night  Its a 
disgrace we are in 2016 and have no night bus and buses are all old stock  we deserve a better sevice 
Nothing after 6 in to liverpool .... also more and better servives to Aintree hospital at night and on a 
Sunday On 236 route hospital needs to be acessed 7 days a week not 5..... More runs around  buses 
to connect with main routes into liverpool and other areas would help no end....  give it a go .. you 
could at least try it..... 

159 needs to be diverted down ormskirk Rd t take in Aintree retail park. Go down from ormskirk rd 
toward old roan and turn under the bridge and go back up ormskirk rd . No buses from Marion sq or 
fazakerley to Aintree retail 

159 Not Regular. Route is now longer with 1 minute extra journey time. Go out of service. 

More reliable 159, more frequency of service 

61 unreliable 

 

56 any bus I can use - Arriva no issues, HTL - problems. Grandchildren have weekly Arriva pass and 
when it changes to 156 service in evening/Sunday they have to pay fare. Sunday - buses are missed 
out completely (Sir Thomas Street Steps) 

300 back down moss lane. more frequent and reliable. 

Frequent buses of an evening. 

Cheaper fares  - over two pounds if you only need to go a couple of stops is high. 

 

 

1) Off peak, there are maybe seven buses an hour from Bootle Strand  to Liverpool. Spread evenly 
through the hour this would give a really good service. But they are bunched such as to leave gaps of 
maybe 15 minutes. It would encourage off peak use if the services could be timed to give a 
maximum break between services of ten minutes 2) Buses from Liverpool to Bootle leave from both 
Queen Square and Sir Thomas Street: there is no one stop where all the buses call. Yet apart from 
the 54 all buses pass a stop on Victoria Street just before Haymarket. Knowing that there was a stop 
that all Bootle buses went from would encourage me to use buses to return from Liverpool. 

Free wifi on all buses 

Bus direct to Kirkby from bootle 

 

 

 

Gaurdian on buses. Too much drunkenness, racism and abuse 

another service down marsh lane - preferably 61 

Improved services on Knowsley Road like bringing back the 61 & 62 with and new connections to 
other places in the city like Huyton & Kirkby and a link to Maghull/Lydiate through Crosby & Sefton. 
A link from Knowsley Road to the Sefton & Aintree Retail Parks would be great too. 



Better time keeping on the 47 service 

Put a bus service back on direct to aintree hosp if you get the 63 it's exactly an hour to aintree hosp 
as the bus goes all around the place. 

Not enough buses pass by where i live, meaning a long walk to either the Strand or the North Park 
for my travelling needs - being of ill health means i am unable to travel if i am too ill to walk the 
distance to these bus stops. 

3 buses come together 

The service is good however services 47 and 54 all stop outside my house within 5 minutes of each 
other and follow similar routes. I feel it would be better if the timetables were staggered slightly 
therefore offering a more frequent service over key parts of the route that are duplicated, namely 
Bootle Strand to Crosby village. The same can be said of 47 and X2 which follow similar routes and 
seem to turn up simultaneously. 

 

Improved services to and from Liverpool city centre in the evening 

live timetables at bus stops showing delays and cancellations. also if not available at stop via a phone 
app. nothing worse than waiting an hour for a half hourly service 

Marsh lane services very poor. 61 used to serve Marsh Lane but has been rerouted. 

put 61 back down marsh lane 

more buses after 10:30pm. my hubby and I have both struggled to get back from shows in town due 
to buses finishing before midnight. Not everyone can afford taxis and hubby is on stick so can't 
always dash to catch final buses that leave town before half 11. If we have day out on train we have 
to come back to Liverpool early so we can get a bus home. 

62 - late or doesn't turn up 

 

63, 54, 47, Cheaper passes comfortable seats on time and regular 

No improvement needed on these services. Buses are always busy and great service 

that they arrived on  time and less crowded  bus drivers a with customer service skills 

 

More reliability 

to be honest they're pretty good and regular 

None - it works for me as it is. 

turn up & turn up on time cleaner buses 

Keeping on time, fares should be incremental e.g. £2.20 for one stop 

52 doesn't stick to timetable 

 

n/a 

More frequent busses 

MORE DIRECT ROUTE THAT DOES NOT MAKE THE JOURNEY VERY LONG 

On time! 

53 occasionally come together 

68 unpleasant drivers 

I think the bus timetable needs to be updated for this journey, this bus is never on time according to 
your timetables so maybe it is not achievable. I would like the buses to go on later than they are 
currently - I finish work after 12am some nights and have no way of getting home from work. 

 

I am happy with the service. 

Cheaper prices, more frequent and updated timetable information in real time at bus stops. 



159 re routed Carers concessionsary bus pass 

 

happy 

 

more frequency 

After many years we have no Evening or Sunday service along Hawthorne  Road between Kirkdale 
station & Merton Road .    Arriva 58 is great for going into Liverpool City centre during a weekday or 
Saturday day  . but I use the car at the weekend as I don't feel safe walking down bedford rd to 
stanley road .  I used to use Merseytravel service 151 a lot ,many years ago for going into the city 
centre on evenings or sundays ,this was on hourly but could be relied upon to appear !.  I've often 
thought one of the Stanley Road buses could be diverted up Merton Rd & back down Melrose Road , 
to give the local Hawthorne Rd community some access to public transport  during the evenings and 
weekend . Stanley Road is definitely over bussed to the detriment of Hawthorne Road and many less 
able people are unable to make the walk down there 

Drivers that actually look like they are happy to see you, no dogs on seats, if your taking your dog 
out walk it, that's why it has legs if your getting a bus leave it at home!!!!! 

of a weekend the 81 should start earlier people cant  get to work and of a evening they should run 
every 30 mins instead of every hour it is 2016 people work 24/7 days a week 

Buses actually turning up and not missing one out if they are late, which happens regularly on the 54 

More frequent service. 

regularity. 

regular service, on time 

Services arrive at same time 

144 only hourly, used to be half hourly 

got a good service 

This service is fine it is the 144/145 service which needs improving. Oh and lower fares would help 
too 

the 159 used to go to the shopping centre at switch island, I would like the 159 to be unstated, it 
presently goes to a different route, and the walk would be too long. 

Buses need to be cleaner. After the first couple of hours on the road, they are knee deep in rubbish 
including newspapers, bottles and the like. Disgusting. 

144 half hourly service 

 

Increase frequency 144 to every half hour. Hourly service so not many use as not frequent enough. 

Need a service from Marsh Lane to Maghull. Late services - shift worker. Need late buses. Bring 311 
back. 300 & 310 @ same times so pointless. Pull up together - stupid. In Maghull at same time. 

52 52a unreliable come at same time 

 

if the bus went to seaforth 

More direct routes. Standard fares. Regular frequencies of buses. Real time information (at stop or 
on phone app) 

A bus service down beach road, even if every half an hour or some sort of transport as many older 
people do not go out due to a lengthy walk. 

transport along beach road litherland, i would like to go out more but due to no transport it is a very 
long walk and i have arthritis  a taxi car is too expensive 

There is a big gap on Knowsley Rd, since 61 has been taken off. 2 buses have taken off & ones that 
operate bunch together 

 



It would be most beneficial to take back in the route of visiting the Litherland Walk in Centre  via 
Hawthorne Road & Switch Island Shopping Centre as for disabled & elderly it can be most daunting 
to cross the busy roads.   Also, if the bus was more reliable i.e. turn up on time or even turn up. Later 
evening service & Sunday service too.  It would be good to have a bus going into Liverpool City 
Centre from this area as we seem to be cut off & on a curfew of evenings & weekends. 

Having a frequent service from Church Road Litherland to Liverpool city centre. 

The 159 no longer stops by Marina Avenue which is needed if people have a doctor's appointment 
and do not have a car and are unable to walk that far.   Why was there a need to reroute it to Marian 
Square when they have numerous buses already?   A bus service is needed covering Church Road 
that goes into Liverpool City Centre, at present I change buses in Bootle.  I have mobility problems so 
walking to a 52A bus stop is out of the question.   My wife will be relocating to the City Centre with 
her employer and the lack of buses on this route will cause her problems.  Also the time the buses 
commence of a morning.   We used to have a bus service at one time that linked with 
Litherland/Seaforth train station that was removed years ago.  This area has received a very poor 
service for many years now.  The 159 is invaluable in that it caters for Aintree Hospital but what 
about an evening service to cater for people visiting sick relatives?  This could mean the difference 
between a patient having a visitor or not having anyone at all.  The alternative option is a taxi which 
not everyone can afford. 

A decent service covering Church Road, Litherland and we definitely need one to go as far as 
Liverpool City Centre.  This should begin early in the morning for people going to work.    I should not 
have to walk the distance I do when I want to go into Liverpool.  Since privatisation the service on 
this route has been appalling. Also a bus connecting with Seaforth and Liverpool train station for 
people working in the city centre or Southport or those wanting to go by train on a day out. 

159 if it was more reliable and didn't keep missing buses out especially because I rely on it to get to 
hospital appointments.  I would also like to get this bus back on its old route as we now have no way 
of getting to the Doctors Surgery and also to the Litherland Town Hall Walk In Centre unless we cross 
a major road 

If it was on time and stop missing out stops when it's late and I am sorry to say that's every single 
day driver can be very nasty 159 the worst bus on the road if I can't get it I have to get too other 
busses home when I have tried to Complain they who run the 159 just put phone down people at my 
bus stop r sick off the drivers and the  complaining nothing has happened ever if they r running late 
they just go out other end off hospital and the bus stop is  usually Full of passengers 

More frequent service (every 20 mins), and price - for the price of a return bus ticket I can actually 
drive and pay to park at my place of work and I can leave any time i want meaning the car is both 
cheaper and more convenient. 

 



q10 – Impact of proposed changes  

135 netherton way-bootle is a short journey avoiding the major junctions & serves roads not on 
other routes . provides service for schools & community .This will be lost. 

Extension of 135 potentially beneficial in giving additional journey opportunities to Liverpool 
Cutback of 56 limits opportunities to travel to Liverpool 1 shops - connections from Queen Square to 
Liverpool 1 are slow and unpredictable. Also expensive if paying cash fare. Restricts evening 
opportunities to responsibly travel back from Baltic Triangle / Albert Dock after having a drink. 
Evening extension of 300 is welcome but does not seem to have a natural turning point for the bus 
or serve Scotch Piper, again not encouraging responsible evening travel Customer unfriendly timing 
of Bootle - Liverpool off peak services has not been addressed: on revised 52 / 55 timetable along 
with 53 timetable, there are 8 buses an hour to Liverpool (good) but timed so that there are 2 buses 
in 2 minutes, then a 13 minute gap to the next service. This service interval discourages 'turn up and 
go' usage and so fails to grow the market within current resources. Departure points from Liverpool 
have not been addressed - there is no one departure point in Liverpool, again discouraging turn up 
and go use and failing to grow the market. 

none, but service between Litherland and Crosby needs to be improved 

The 103 is a really good bus service.  The 53 takes too long to get into Liverpool and I will have a long 
walk each morning to my place of work.  The time the 53 takes leaving Liverpool because of the 
traffic through the city centre adds at least half an hour to my journey time. 

No impact. 

None 

better if providing buses eveings stay longer in liverpool 

Hopefully revised/extended 234 route will still make station in time for train. Evenings & Sundays 
good. 

None 

At the moment I can get a bus straight from my house to work, these changes mean I would have to 
get two buses to work. Of an evening it will be harder to get home as I would have to get two buses 
again where as now the 103 turns up regularly and takes me straight to Waterloo. I cannot rely on 
the 54 (arriva) bus turning up as it is hit and miss. If it is running late then the driver goes out of 
service and sometimes I can wait for up to an hour for the 54. This is why it is important to keep the 
103 running for all the users to travel on this bus. 

none as you have already scrapped the 46 from coming along hougton st/manchester rd/hawkshead 
st on 25.10.15 very sneaky 

None 

Positive so long as they are regular and run to time,  late buses I can deal with, but if a bus runs early 
a long wait to the next would be a problem. 

Not sure why the 231 needs rerouting down Coronation Rd during the day. There are no bus stops 
and shelters along this road. It will bypass my current boarding stop (on Liverpool Rd before the 
junction with Coronation Rd) during the day, and a lot of older people use this stop and shelter. If 
they have to wait a few yards down Liverpool Road, there is no shelter, nor any clearly defined 
boarding point. There really is nothing to be gained with this diversion, and much to lose. And I have 
no idea behind the logic with the number change - its been the 231 for many years and will only 
confuse people. 

None 

 

I use the 103 daily to get to and from work, as I am disabled and have extreme difficulty with 
mobility this bus route is priceless as it means I can get to work at 7 am with the 6.30 am bus and 
home on the 4 pm without having to change and rely on other buses or the expense of taxi's,  I plead 
not to remove this bus service 

Hightown would benefit from a Formby service, more residents go to Formby than Crosby, e.g. for 



doctor's appointments.  A two hour circular from Hightown to Crosby is possible, or having the 300 
stop at Hightown Village. 

\any additional times on the 300 and 310 would be beneficial as we have a very poor bus service in 
maghull 

either the 310 or 300 should be extended to liverpool one bus station. also there should be a link 
from maghull to the Litherland walk in health centre 

236 

I occasionally use 56 58 but changes will have no impact 

unsure at the moment as there is no information about travelling times (ie if the journey will take 
longer) 

None 

103 is being withdrawn. No bus service direct to and from home to work without having to walk 
across Liverpool city center. 

Will not be able to collect my child from school on time. 

MY DAUGHTER HAS NO WAY OF GETTING FROM HER HOME IN WALTON TO MINE OF A WEEEKEND 
DUE TO  WITHDRAWAL OF TH3 30 BUS ROUTE, THE 58 IS THE MOST UNRELIABLE SERVICE EVER AT 
LEAST TWICE DAILY IT FAILS TO ARRIVE 

Only choice of one bus instead of two from Bispham Road and return - currently can get 43 or 46 but 
it looks like 43 doesn't appear. Also no longer any local bus service that runs to my GP surgery.  
Previously I could get 46 to Ash Street and walk to Cumberland Road or 42 but now only 375 goes 
that way and the service isn't frequent enough.  Now have to pay to get taxi as I mainly go to drs first 
thing in the morning and then have to get to work (in Bootle so get bus into town and then catch 
train) or in the evening which is even worse - get bus into town and then catch bus home.  GP's are 
essential service and local bus services should enable people to get there. 

Much longer journey via 53 with more walking at the end, and more expensive ticket. 

NOT A GREAT DEAL, FORTUNATELY.  THE LOSS OF THE 103 IS SAD BUT IS PERHAPS 
UNDERSTANDABLE.  VERY GLAD THE 133 AND 206 STILL RUN.  WHY HAS THE 122 NOT BEEN 
AFFECTED - SURELY NOW REPLACED BY THE 63 AND OFTEN SEEMS TO RUN LARGELY EMPTY 

103 

I am in a wheelchair and will have to wheel across the city 

None day-to-day, but the 300 service being discontinued in the evening could inconvenience us at 
the hospital 

 

103 If this route stops it would be impossible for me to get to work without having to travel on 2 
different public transports and take up to an hour instead of 20 - 30 mins. The 54 drops off at Old 
Hall Street but doesn't start earlier enough in the morning and takes longer.   Coming home at night, 
i would need to make a 20 minute walk across town to get the 54 bus as i work at Princes Parade. I 
live between 2 train stations, both are too far to walk each day, especially if weather is bad plus is 
more expensive. 

Already I have problems as there is no bus after 1800 in the evening. Also if returning from Liverpool 
on the train there is no longer a 43 going from outside the station to get home. Since I moved here 7 
years ago the service has been cut from 3 an hour to two and then no evening or Sunday service. 

103 needs to stay 

103, this is the only service that can get me into work on time after dropping kids at breakfast club, 
and the only service that can get me home in time to pick them up from childcare. 

This will have a very big impact on myself as I have walking difficulties and will struggle to walk to 
Liverpool One to get my bus home and coming into work I will have to get the 82D and walk from 
Exchange Street East and walk to Old hall street from there. This service is great, the drivers are 
helpful and friendly, there is a lot of people who get it of a morning and of a evening. It will be a 
great shame to take this service off. 



236 changing to 36 if an evening service is introduced this will enable me to access my evening 
dance lessons less expensive than getting taxis 3 times a week ! 

300 - Pleased that you propose additional evening services as long as the early morning service is 
kept robust enough to serve early travel from West Lydiate to Liverpool?  231 - Perplexed as to why 
you wouldn't extend the service to include the early morning trains to Liverpool Central (06.00 06.30 
& 07.00) as currently the earliest connection allows travel on the 07.15 service? 

Withdrawing the 103 service means a two bus journey to work increasing my costs by 50% (two bus 
fares) whilst adding additional travel time in both directions. Outbound: I will have to get an 82 to 
Renshaw St. / Newington bus stop then an 86D or walk to Brownlow Hill / Hawke St. bus stop for a 
79D due to travelling into the business district (Old Hall St.) of Liverpool City Centre. Inbound:  
Returning home will mean walking to Liverpool One (weather permitting & 20 minutes) to get any 82 
service to Aigburth Road / Ullet Road bus stop.  I haven't received a pay rise in eight years so any 
additional costs and travel times are absolutely disgusting when taking into consideration how fare I 
actually travel, that being 3.1 miles. 

Daytime and evenings the bus that I use most frequently will no longer stop at the stop that I 
currently use. There are no bus shelters on Coronation Road, how will the timetables be displayed? 
On the occasions when I am off work or going to medical appointments and catch the first daytime 
bus (when all of the too-early bus pass holders get on) there are LOADS of them waiting at the 
shelter on Liverpool Road, where are they going to be now, scattered along Coronation Road at 10 
meter intervals or huddled at the junction with Liverpool Road on the narrow bit of footway behind 
the grass verge? And the 236 always struggles to turn left at that junction, so God help the 231. I 
have used the 236 but rarely and usually from Fazakerly rather than to it as I can't get on with non 
clock face time tabled buses and hale and ride is off putting; where do you stand, will the bus see 
me, where is the timetable displayed. I might use the 236 more if it has a sensible time table, but can 
see people being put off using the 231 if you change the name (people got confused enough when 
Ace ran it as the 5) and hide part of the route, cutting out the best used stop after the Square and 
station.  Timings of the 300 and 310 will change and 310 will go closer to my home meaning I won't 
have to walk as far if traveling across from Crosby (63 & 300/310 is my current route to do this). I use 
234 and get off at Northway Primary School if the 231 has left the station when I get off the train of 
an evening and the new route is not well described in the consultation, so I do not know if I will be 
able to do this or if it will take longer. 

I use 103 daily to get to and from work! It is always well used especially with those people who work 
in and around derby road which is not very well used as a bus route.It is the most straightforward 
bus route into town from Waterloo/ Seaforth area as the 53 can take an hour to reach the north end 
of the city centre and I work nr the Albert Dock... It is a prompt and reliable service, please don't 
withdraw it!! 

Bus cancelle will affect me that I will have to get two buses or a long walk    Not enough buses serve 
old hall street from this direction and the 103 is very reliable bus with great drivers. 

The withdrawal of the 103 service will mean that I am an extra twenty pounds a month out of 
pocket. As I take my daughter to nursery I get the 8.55 103 bus which still gets me to work on time. 
Withdrawal of this service will mean that I either have to make alternative arrangements to get my 
daughter to nursery or arrive late for work. 

Massive, I have used this bus service for a number of years as I start work at 7 am on Princes Parade. 
This is the only bus that travels at that time from the Crosby area - I pick this up at Stuart Road 6:22 
am  as the first 103 comes down Brownmoor Lane and that gets me into work on time for my 7 am 
start. Do you intend to have an earlier 54 to cover this lost service that would at least give me a 
chance to get to work on time? Currently, the first 54 arrives in Old Hall Street after 7 am meaning I 
am already late for work?? The nearest bus that returns to the Crosby area at night is a substantial 
walk into town to either Victoria Street or Queens Square.  Come on Merseytravel - I pay over £600 a 
year for my pass and I know I am not the only person on this 103 that relies on the service to get me 
to work - please re-think your cost cutting exercise and think about the commuters who need to get 



to work. 

43 and 46. The proposals are not clear. What frequency will this route operate? 

300 has broken down twice due to old buses making me late.  44. An hourly service in the evenings 
and weekends creates problems visiting Southport Hospital. 

none cause you are not doing any 

If the 103 bus service is withdrawn my travel time to and from work will more than double.  Leaving 
work it will take me as long to walk to the bus stop and wait for the bus to come as it would the 
entire bus journey on the 103. The cost of my travel will also increase substantially.  I would be 
forced to consider whether it would be worth my while driving to work rather than using public 
transport.  I am also concerned that this proposal will cost the drivers of the 103 their jobs.  For the 
most part the drivers of the 103 service are a credit to their company and I would hate to see them 
out of a job.  The is used by a number of people at my place of work all of whom would be affected if 
the decision to withdraw the service goes forward.  I see the same people on the bus daily, the 
people who utilize the 103 do so 5 days a week not just on the odd occasion.  It is an integral part of 
their daily routine. 

As a disabled person, I find it difficult to walk very far, so the proximity of this service saves me 
having to walk a lot further.  Also, if I have to use an alternative service, this will not only impact me 
financially but also in travel time.  I think it would be a real shame to cancel this service. 

 

There is no other bus to get that takes you to waterloo.  I would have to get two buses to get to 
waterloo.  This is a great bus that provides a fast and effective way to get home from the far side of 
town to Waterloo.   I often get this bus of a morning too. 

Depending on the time changes to services during the day it will affect me getting to work on time 

None 

As I use 103 bus route I will be impacted by having to get an earlier bus on a different route (53 from 
Crosby to Liverpool City Centre) then have to walk a further 20 to 25 minutes from Queens Square to 
Old Hall Street.  The same reverse journey would then need to be taken when going home.  I have 
been using the 103 route under different bus companies for many years and have received an 
excellent and punctual service.  I will be saddened and annoyed if the route is removed. 

If this bus service terminate, I will have to find alternative transport - this will not only DOUBLE my 
travel time, but also DOUBLE my travel cost. 

Depends on timetable changes and who will be running the evening services 

Taking the 103 off will have a huge impact on the users who use it for a reliable on time efficient 
service into the business district area of town. No other buses call at this area. Especially with such a 
fast no messing around route. It's an ideal route for business people such as myself. I suffer bad 
anxiety and have a fear of packed trains at rush hour this bus has solved that problem for me. It's 
always on time and never cancelled like the trains and the service being taken off will mean an 
expensive and unreliable commute to work everyday. 

cutting the evening service of 44 down to 1 per hour will mean when I finish work at the hospital 
about 6.30pm instead of only waiting about 20 minutes I will have to wait nearly an hour in the dark 
for the next bus home, not great for a lady by herself at an unlit bus stop. Also visiting hours at the 
hospital do not finish until 8pm so wouldn't it have been better to provide a regular service from the 
front of the hospital until after 8pm then reduce it to hourly. 

A longer bus service would be a nightmare. Also can you get Arriva to run it all day? HTL is bad 

Can't say no timetable with map 

43 possibly none, unless rerouted or retimed. 

159  I think it is excellent that the service will run of a weekend and Sunday but it should start earlier 
in the morning for people travelling to work.  This service also used to run close to my GP surgery 
but since it was re-routed there is no longer a bus service to take me there when I need to visit my 
GP. 



There is no alternative service from Waterloo to Liverpool's business district area.  54 is most similar 
route but is not direct. 54 service Liverpool to Thornton always runs late due to busy route. 103 
route is heavily used and relied on by work commuters. 

There is no other direct service from Sefton to Liverpool's business district area.  103 route is relied 
on by work commuters. 103 buses are always busy. Loss of 103 might make me use the train or drive 
to work instead. 

There is no alternative service from Seaforth to Miller's Bridge/Derby Road in Bootle. 103 route is 
relied on by work commuters. If 103 stops I would alternatively choose to drive instead. 

The withdrawal of the 103 will have a significant impact on me.  It is the only bus that I can get to 
ensure I arrive in work on time - 7:05am. It is also the only bus I can get on Old Hall Street that will 
get me home in the afternoon.  I have a disability that effects my mobility and the only other way for 
to get a bus to and from work would mean a 20 minute work in the morning and afternoon. 

Bus number 34/34A; Bus route may take slightly longer to get to Moss Lane from Maghull train 
station (depending upon the route taken from the station) to incorporate Ashworth Hospital but 
should not be too much of an issue. Pleased to see an evening service and weekend service 
introduced for this bus route aswell.  Bus number 310;  Good to see evening journeys between 
Liverpool and Maghull introduced as I get this bus sometimes if trains are not on etc. 

Two buses for each journey to work, 4 buses in total per day, longer journey time,more expensive. 

The 82D only run to the L3 area of Liverpool in the morning and they are very few and far between 
otherwise it is a twenty min walk from Hanover St this is ridiculous considering the  In the number of 
people who work in the area of the city.  In the evening the 103 is the only bus that serves this area 
going to the south of the city other wise again it is a twenty minute walk.  How can Merseytravel 
think this is acceptable. 

 

It's good that the last train to Maghull will now meet a 231 bus, but there are still far too few buses 
serving Lydiate and Maghull. If the 231 were to run every 15 minutes throughout the day, it wouldn't 
be an issue.  As a non-driver, I rely on public transport and it is difficult to get in to Liverpool at 
times. This was made worse when the 311 was stopped and also because the 300 and the 231 arrive 
at similar times.   Also, it would be good to be able to travel to Southport at weekends in the 
day/evening. This is currently too much of an effort on the train due to lack of 231s and having to 
change at Sandhills. The 300 goes right past my road and would be far more convenient. The same 
goes for travelling to Ormskirk. The 311 was far more convenient than having to get a half hourly 
231 and the train to Ormskirk. I already pay over £700 for my annual pass and I resent having to pay 
for taxis when the bus doesn't turn up or fails to meet a train. 

currently tolerable but if it is less frequent that would cause problems 

would like to see a frequent service from sports centre up New Scarisbrick Road to shopping centre 
and retail park - every 10 mins 

Portland st/ cemetery st 

46 back where it was, Hawkshead street, blind people live there 

4 x buses - no heating, x2, 40 

Morrisons/ Neville St - distance between stops too big 

Will have to get the 82 which does not stop anywhere near my house. Will also have an impact on 
the school I will go in the future 

Am hoping you're not changing the times or the route of the 300 too much as I get this every 
morning to work and most evenings home, due to the 44 getting later and later, especially the bus 
due at 4.34pm at Southport Hospital from Formby which usually doesn't get to the hospital until 
4.45, and sometimes it's right in front of the 4.54pm bus all the way home, so I rely more and more 
on the 300.  Also I wish you had more buses coming past the hospital for the older people who are 
day visitors to the hospital, as they are sometimes waiting outside due to the unreliable 44 for over 
half an hour in the cold and dark at this time of year - not very nice, especially as you no longer run 



down Hart St (since you've changed the 300 route to Southport). 

The withdrawal of the 103 (Liverpool to Waterloo) will affect my journey time as the alternative 
routes add extra walking time on to my journey to work. I have undertaken informal surveys of other 
passengers who use this route and seen that the 7:47 from my stop has on average 20+ passengers 
by the time it reaches my destination. The majority of these are cash fares and are still on the bus 
when I get off. This suggests that the current route from Aigburth is well used and if the only other 
option was 2 buses, would increase costs which may lead people to other modes. 

103 bus. Withdrawal will have huge impact on me as my travel time  to and from work will 
treble.This is the only bus service that travels directly from from Waterloo/Rimrose Road/Gt Howard 
Street and through the Commercial District of Liverpool to get people to work.I dont want a bus 
subsidy just a peak hour reliable bus that runs through the Commercial District   I though people 
were being encouraged to travel via public transport!!  The 53 bus service is a joke, it takes nearly 1 
hour to get to Queens Square and there is no bus from Queens Square to Gt Howard Street/ Old Hall 
Street so thats a 20 minute walk also added to my journey.  This bus is always full so I cannot 
understand it being withdrawn.  It will affect Working class people who do not drive.  I bet none of 
these people who makes these proposals travel to work by bus or have ever even tried.  There is no 
other bus service going along Gt Howard Street so how do you get to work?   New Titanic Hotel, 
working class staff, old warehouses converted to apartments, striving Docks but no buses!!! 

The  cancellation of the 103 will mean I may not be able to get into work on time/at all on public 
transport. 

103 bus is the only one that comes close to place of work.  If I followed your proposal I would have 
to get 2 buses, therefore more expensive or get a bus that goes through town and stops in Hanover 
Street, further to walk.  This would take me longer than it does now. 

103 - I get this bus from L8 to Waterloo, this is the only service that I can get without having to get 2 
buses. Getting 2 buses would also add an extra 1hour to my journey time. My son also gets this bus 
to/from school. 

I have been using the 103 bus service for the past 28 years, it is only an half hour service, but it 
takes, me to the far end of town, (Old Hall Street) which is where I work, without this bus service I 
will have to walk all the way to Liverpool One, which will add a least 15/20 mins to my journey, and 
then a longer journey to get home to Lark Lane, the 82D does run of a morning, but not in the 
afternoon, so although this caters for the far end of town, you have to walk through again to 
Liverpool One to get another bus home.  I think in this day and age, it is ridiculous to expect anyone 
(I am now 61) to have to walk that far to get a bus.  This services will be greatly missed by lots and 
lots of people who use this service.  If it is withdrawn, then the 82D should run like this service for a 
few hours in the afternoon to get people home from this side of the city, as there are no other 
alternative buses, so a long walk is expected. 

I currently use the 103 to commute from Aigburth to the City Centre, where I work on Old Hall 
Street. At present I alight on the Strand and walk to Old Hall St, approx. 5 min walk. In the evening I 
can board the bus on Old Hall Street to get home.  The proposed changes will mean my only option 
is to get the 82. This starts and terminates at the Liverpool ONE bus station  - according to Google 
Maps that will add a 17 minute walk to both ends of my commute. I note also that the 103 is 
currently £1.70 per journey but the 82 is £2/£2.20 depending on whether it is the Stagecoach or 
Arriva service.   My alternatives would be car, but the cost of parking in the city is prohibitive; train 
but this would require a 20+min walk to and from Aigburth station; or bike which is undesirable in 
the winter and not always practical if I need to be at work with a suit, carry a laptop etc. 

It will be more stressful. I will have to leave my kid earlier at nursery then hurry to get the 82 as 
there aren't many 82D. It means I will get to work at around 8.20 instead of 8.05am which makes a 
big difference. 82 bus takes much longer. 103 avoids morning and evening traffic. Its a great 
alternative from the 82 and train. Its as fast as the train. When train is cancelled in the evening from 
town, the 103 is a great alternative. Great route, great schedule, great stops from Lark Lane to the 
middle of the business district. Just great, makes my life much easier. Would be a real shame and 



will have to re consider in renewing my Solo pass. That was my main reason I got the monthly pass. 

The impact the 103 bus service will have on myself is that this is the only bus service that operates 
along Great Howard Street to my place of work being in Cotton Street.So therefore will have the 
walk of around 20minutes both to and from Sandhills Station. 

I currently have a 5 minute walk to the bus stop from my house to get the 103 to work.  The bus 
drops me outside my work on Great Howard Street.  This is the same on the way home. If this bus 
was to be withdrawn, I would have to rely on the 53 bus service.  However, whenever I have got this 
bus in the past to work, it has taken longer to get to work and I have been late for work on those 
occasions. I then have a 20 minute walk to get to work through what I consider to be a dodgy area.  I 
have to go over the canal where there is not many people around.  It would be dark on my way 
home which leaves me feeling vulnerable and unsafe. I would have to leave earlier in the morning 
and return home later each day. The 103 serves a lot of people going to and returning from work so 
would inconvenience a lot of people if it were to be withdrawn.  I have relied on this bus service for 
a long time and need it to get me to work and back.  It is very reliable and I feel safe given the area 
that I work in.  I would not feel safe having to walk along the canal in the dark through the Vauxhall 
area where I am aware there have been a number of shootings this past year.  Please keep this 
service even if it's just to get people to work and back 9-5.30. 

The 103 has been running since I started to working, over 40 years ago and, even though it only runs 
at peak times, is a very valuable service to many people.  It's the only bus that stops in the Strand, 
near Cunard Bldg, and also going home stops in Water Street, outside India Bldg.  All buses from 
Aigburth Road (No 82) stop just before the bus station in Liverpool One, which is literally, the other 
side of town, from the business sector in Liverpool.  Going home, the 82 buses all start at the Bus 
Station, Liverpool One - again the other side of town to where a lot of people work. 

If the 103 service was to go I would struggle to get to and from work in time. 

more frequent service, to connect with train service 

be on time at all times and be more hygenic 

 

none - sometimes reliability an issue 

be more punctual 

difficult to get connecting bus to wigan because of time changes 44/375 

 



Mon-Fri Sat Eves & Sun
356 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Rainford n/a n/a 60 Yes Yes No No DM036 n/a £35,384 Weekday service is the 38/152.
156 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Garswood 60 60 n/a Yes Yes No No DM075 n/a £54,915 DM for whole route.
31 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Parr 10 10 30 Yes Yes No No DM080 n/a £67,044 DM covers early mornings & Sunday eves.
33 Arriva Sutton Heath Sutton Manor 10/20 10/20 30 Yes Yes No No DM080 n/a Part SQP. DM covers early Sun
34 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Leigh/Earlestown 20 20 30 Yes Yes No No DM080 n/a DM covers early and late journeys

320 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Ashton/Wigan 10 30 30 Yes Yes No No DM080 n/a DM covers early and late trips.
32/32A Arriva Clinkham Wood Sutton Manor/Clock Face 10 10 30 Yes Yes No No DM080 n/a DM covers Sunday morn & eves.
35/35A Arriva Gillars Green St Helens Junction 15 15 n/a Yes Yes No No DM080 n/a DM covers early morning journeys.
36/36A Arriva St Helens Town Centre Chain Lane 30 30 n/a Yes Yes No No DM080 n/a DM covers early morning journeys. Eves & Sun provision by contract.

37 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Eccleston 30 30 n/a Yes Yes No No DM085 n/a £3,654 DM for Eccleston
920 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Haydock Ind Est 3 jnys 3 jnys 3 jnys Yes Yes No No DM099 n/a £10,000 DM for the whole route.
139 Cumfybus Liverpool City Centre St Helens 60 60 n/a Yes Yes No No DM131 n/a £97,311 DM for whole route. Frequency is St Helens section.
89 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Liverpool Airport 20 20 30 Yes Yes No No DM132 n/a £231,924 DM covers eves & Sun.

89A Arriva St Helens Town Centre South Parkway 3 jnys n/a n/a Yes Yes No No DM132 n/a DM covers 89A and eves & Sun 89 journeys.
28 Hatton's Blackbrook St Helens Junction 60 60 n/a Yes Yes No No DM149 n/a £6,341 DM to serve Hospital gounds.

297 Hatton's Kirkby St Helens Town Centre 60 n/a n/a Yes Yes No No DM170 n/a £10,058 DM covers 1 trip to Carmel College.
97 Hatton's St Helens Town Centre Prescot n/a 60 n/a Yes Yes No No DM179 n/a £1,462 DM for whole route.
10 Arriva Liverpool City Centre St Helens Town Centre 12 12 30 Yes No No No n/a n/a SQP
17 Arriva Widnes St Helens Town Centre 20 20 n/a Yes No No No n/a n/a SQP. Eve & Sun provided through contract
17 Halton Widnes St Helens Town Centre 20 20 n/a Yes No No No n/a n/a SQP. Eve & Sun provided through contract
20 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Earlestown 20 20 n/a Yes No No No n/a n/a
22 Network Warrington Vulcan Village Warrington 60 60 60 Yes No No No n/a n/a
38 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Rainford 30 30 n/a Yes No No No n/a n/a Evening service is the 356
60 Hatton's St Helens Town Centre Windle 30 30 n/a Yes No No No n/a n/a

140 Hatton's St Helens Town Centre Bold Heath 60 60 n/a Yes No No No n/a n/a
141 Hatton's St Helens Town Centre Newton-le-Willows 60 60 n/a Yes No No No n/a n/a Eves & Sun service is contracted.
329 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Warrington 30 30 30 Yes No No No n/a n/a No night service.
352 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Wigan 30 30 30 Yes No No No n/a n/a
360 Arriva Wigan Warrington 30 30 60 Yes No No No n/a n/a
10A Arriva Liverpool City Centre St Helens Town Centre 12 12 30 Yes No No No n/a n/a SQP.
10A Stagecoach Liverpool City Centre St Helens Town Centre 12 12 30 Yes No No No n/a n/a SQP.
34A Arriva St Helens Town Centre Newton-le-Willows 20 20 n/a Yes No No No n/a n/a
17B Huyton St Helens Town Centre Widnes n/a n/a 60 No No Yes No T3509 01/10/2017 £71,789 £11,706 5.5 Additional Hatton's contract. Mon-Sat day is SQP.
652 Red Kite Garswood St Edmund Arrowsmith 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3546 01/04/2018 £18,119 Group with T3547
652 Red Kite St Edmund Arrowsmith Pewfall 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3547 01/04/2018 £23,061 Group with T3546
706 Hatton's Cowley International Merton Bank Road 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3550 01/04/2018 £15,086
706 Red Kite Cowley International Longridge Avenue 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3551 01/04/2018 £11,363 Group with T3629
715 Red Kite Allanson Street Berry's Lane 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3557 01/04/2018 £13,291
720 Red Kite St Cuthbert's Clock Face Road 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3560 01/04/2018 £11,510 Group with T3613
654 Halton Newton Hospital St Edmund Arrowsmith 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3561 01/04/2018 Also operates 721
721 Halton Earle Street Hope Academy 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3561 01/04/2018 £30,656 Also operates 654. Group with T3592
722 Red Kite Hope Academy Blackbrook 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3563 01/04/2018 £16,361
722 Red Kite Haydock Hope Academy 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3564 01/04/2018 £13,119
725 Ogdens Wargrave Hope Academy 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3567 01/04/2018 £19,166
740 Red Kite Rainhill Stoops Carmel College 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3568 01/04/2018 £9,386 Group with T3577
742 Hatton's Haydock Carmel College 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3569 01/04/2018 £15,707
743 Ogdens Rainford Carmel College 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3570 01/04/2018 £21,099
750 Hatton's De La Salle Rainhill Stoops 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3573 01/04/2018 £15,269
709 Red Kite Rainford High School Toll Bar 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3574 01/04/2018 Also operates 740 & 751
740 Red Kite Carmel College Rainhill Stoops 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3574 01/04/2018 £24,078 Also operates 709 & 751
751 Red Kite De La Salle Warrington Road 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3574 01/04/2018 Also operates 709 & 740
754 Red Kite De La Salle Sutton Manor 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3575 01/04/2018 £20,578
754 Peoples Sutton Manor Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3576 01/04/2018 £22,551
733 Red Kite Sutton Academy Thatto Heath 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3577 01/04/2018 Also operates 760
760 Red Kite Cowley International Clinkham Wood 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3577 01/04/2018 £20,893 Also operates 733. Group with T3568
774 Red Kite Thatto Heath Haydock High 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3580 01/04/2018 £26,565 Group with T3581
774 Red Kite Haydock High Thatto Heath 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3581 01/04/2018 £26,565 Group with T3580
784 Red Kite Rainford High School Haresfinch 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3587 01/04/2018 £22,082
785 Red Kite Rainford High School Merton Bank 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3589 01/04/2018 £22,203
741 Halton Carmel College Parr 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3591 01/04/2018 £32,394 Also operates 788. Group with T3619
788 Halton Rainford High School St Helens Town Centre 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3591 01/04/2018 Also operates 741
789 Halton Rainford High School St Helens Town Centre 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3592 01/04/2018 £17,244
719 Ogdens St Cuthbert's Poynter Street 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3593 01/04/2018 Also operates 782
782 Ogdens Rainford High School Slag Lane 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3593 01/04/2018 £23,337 Also operates 719
791 Halton Rainford High School Eccleston 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3594 01/04/2018 £22,525 Group with T3596
792 Halton Rainford High School Gillars Green 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3595 01/04/2018 £13,003 Group with T3630
793 Halton Toll Bar Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3596 01/04/2018 £22,525 Group with T3594
793 Halton Rainford High School Toll Bar 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3597 01/04/2018 £14,779 Group with T3618
794 Halton Rainford High School Dentons Green Lane 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3598 01/04/2018 £15,305 Group with T3631
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795 Peoples Rainford High School Dentons Green Lane 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3599 01/04/2018 £22,551
653 Arriva St Edmund Arrowsmith Garswood 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3605 01/04/2018 £50,740
700 Red Kite Prescot Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3607 01/04/2018 Also operates 757
757 Red Kite St Helens Town Centre Cowley International 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3607 01/04/2018 £21,928 Also operates 700
705 Red Kite Haresfinch Parish Primary 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3609 01/04/2018 Also operates 760
760 Red Kite Clinkham Wood Cowley International 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3609 01/04/2018 £21,968 Also operates 705
717 Red Kite Clinkham Wood Parish Primary 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3610 01/04/2018 Also operates 755
755 Red Kite Bold De La Salle 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3610 01/04/2018 £15,628 Also operates 717
710 Red Kite Toll Bar Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3613 01/04/2018 Also operates 752
752 Red Kite Farnworth De La Salle 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3613 01/04/2018 £26,857 Also operates 710. Group with T3560
716 Halton Cowley International Sherdley Road 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3614 01/04/2018 £15,827 Group with T3620
712 Halton St Cuthbert's St Helens Town Centre 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3615 01/04/2018 Also operates 712
713 Halton Queens Park Primary Hard Lane Shops 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3615 01/04/2018 £21,919 Also operates 713
713 Red Kite Hard Lane Shops Queens Park Primary 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3616 01/04/2018 £9,477 Also operates 718. Group with T3625
718 Red Kite Sutton Manor St Cuthbert's 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3616 01/04/2018 Also operates 713
715 Hatton's Berry's Lane Allanson Street 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3617 01/04/2018 £17,303 Also operates 720
720 Hatton's Clock Face Road St Cuthbert's 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3617 01/04/2018 Also operates 715
716 Halton Sherdley Road Cowley International 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3618 01/04/2018 £27,447 Also operates 788. Group with T3597
788 Halton Dentons Green Lane Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3618 01/04/2018 Also operates 716
716 Halton Lowfield Lane Cowley International 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3619 01/04/2018 £17,743 Also operates 789
789 Halton Dentons Green Lane Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3619 01/04/2018 Also operates 716
718 Halton Sutton Manor St Cuthbert's 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3620 01/04/2018 £15,827 Group with T3614
733 Hatton's Thatto Heath Sutton Academy 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3621 01/04/2018 £14,831
748 Hatton's Billinge St Augustine's 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3622 01/04/2018 £16,246
741 Hatton's Newton Station Carmel College 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3623 01/04/2018 £16,436
748 Red Kite St Augustine's Billinge 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3625 01/04/2018 Also operates 796
796 Red Kite Rainford High School St Helens Town Centre 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3625 01/04/2018 £38,358 Also operates 748. Group with T3616
712 Ogdens St Helens Town Centre St Cuthbert's 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3626 01/04/2018 Also operates 786
786 Ogdens Bickerstaffe Street Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3626 01/04/2018 £21,131 Also operates 712
706 Red Kite Merton Bank Road Cowley International 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3627 01/04/2018 £23,479 Also operates 787
787 Red Kite Hard Lane Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3627 01/04/2018 Also operates 706
743 Halton De La Salle Rainford 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3628 01/04/2018 £22,449 Also operates 787. Group with T3633
787 Halton Rainford High School Hard Lane 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3628 01/04/2018 Also operates 743
706 Red Kite Longridge Avenue Cowley International 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3629 01/04/2018 £21,103 Also operates 790. Group with T3551
790 Red Kite Eccleston Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3629 01/04/2018 Also operates 706. Group with T3551
750 Halton Rainhill Stoops De La Salle 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3630 01/04/2018 £30,339 Also operates 791. Group with T3595
791 Halton Eccleston Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3630 01/04/2018 Also operates 750
751 Halton Delph Lane De La Salle 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3631 01/04/2018 £26,061 Also operates 792. Group with T3598
792 Halton Gillars Green Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3631 01/04/2018 Also operates 751
752 Red Kite Rainhill Stoops De La Salle 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3632 01/04/2018 £23,664 Also operates 794
794 Red Kite Dentons Green Lane Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3632 01/04/2018 Also operates 752
753 Halton Rainhill Stoops De La Salle 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3633 01/04/2018 £18,367 Also operates 795. Group with T3628
795 Halton Dentons Green Lane Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3633 01/04/2018 Also operates 753
708 Halton Rainford High School Prescot 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3634 01/04/2018 £26,501 Also operates 711 & 718
711 Halton Sutton Academy St Cuthbert's 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3634 01/04/2018 Also operates 708 & 718
718 Halton St Cuthbert's Sutton Manor 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3634 01/04/2018 Also operates 708 & 711
717 Hatton's Parish Primary Clinkham Wood 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3636 01/04/2018 £15,195
755 Halton De La Salle St Helens Junction 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3637 01/04/2018 £22,739
716 Hatton's Cowley International Sherdley Road 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3638 01/04/2018 Also operates 741
741 Hatton's Carmel College Newton Station 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T3638 01/04/2018 £19,201 Also operates 716

121/122 Hatton's Gillars Green ClockFace/Bold Heath n/a n/a 30 No No Yes No T3868 01/04/2018 £182,169 £41,066 6.5
147 Huyton St Helens Town Centre St Helens Junction n/a n/a 60 No No Yes No T3870 04/08/2019 £117,835 £4,561 3.2 Interworks with 196. Group with T3875 & T3895
196 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Prescot n/a n/a 60 No No Yes No T3870 04/08/2019 £10,457 4.4 Interworks with 147
17B Hatton's St Helens Town Centre Widnes n/a n/a 2 jnys No No Yes No T3880 04/08/2019 £4,528 £507 3.6 Eves & Sun Huyton contract. Mon-Sat day is SQP.

137/138 Huyton Billinge St Helens Town Centre 60 60 n/a No No Yes No T4005B 19/01/2020 £319,080 £95,484 26 Interworks with A10. Evening provision is 194/195. Group with T4004B & T4006B
A10 Huyton St Helens Town Centre St Helens Town Centre 60 60 n/a No No Yes No T4005B 19/01/2020 £1,454 2.3 Interworks with 137/138

194/195 Huyton St Helens Town Centre St Helens Town Centre n/a n/a 60 No No Yes No T4006B 19/01/2020 £138,268 £10,947 5.7 Mon-Fri day provision is 137/138. Group with T4004B & T4005B
36 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Chain Lane n/a n/a 60 No No Yes No T4073B 02/08/2020 £142,670 £5,351 5.6 Interworks with 141. Daytime service is commercial.

141 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Newton-le-Willows n/a n/a 60 No No Yes No T4073B 02/08/2020 £22,707 6.5 Interworks with 36. Daytime service is commercial.
152 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Rainford/Ormskirk 60 60 n/a No No Yes No T4074B 02/08/2020 £96,980 £19,486 13.1 Includes 714am journey. Group with T4059, T4063, T4071 & T4075
714 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Merton Bank Primary 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4074B 02/08/2020 Also operates 152
156 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Ashton n/a n/a 60 No No Yes No T4075B 02/08/2020 £159,548 £15,362 8 Interworks with the 602. Group with T4059, T4063, T4071 & T4074
602 Huyton Ashton Newton-le-Willows n/a n/a 60 No No Yes No T4075B 02/08/2020 £10,372 Interworks with the 156.
111 Huyton Lea Green Station Parr 60 60 60 No No Yes No T4131B 01/08/2021 £124,031 £33,760 5
603 Huyton Ashton Newton-le-Willows 60 60 n/a No No Yes No T4144A 05/08/2018 £167,406 £32,430 8 Evening service is the 602. TfGM contribute. Group with T4137A
745 Rotala Platt Bridge Carmel College 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4255 01/04/2018 £19,715
710 Halton Rainford High School Toll Bar 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4256 01/04/2018 Also operates 742 & 752
742 Halton Carmel College Haydock 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4256 01/04/2018 £25,800 Also operates 710 & 752
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752 Halton De La Salle Rainhill Stoops 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4256 01/04/2018 Also operates 710 & 742
662 Stagecoach Billinge St Peter's High 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4258 01/04/2018 Also operates 719
719 Stagecoach Poynter Street St Cuthbert's 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4258 01/04/2018 £18,515 Also operates 662. Group with T4259
710 Stagecoach Rainford High School Toll Bar 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4259 01/04/2018 Also operates 743 & 752
743 Stagecoach Carmel College Rainford 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4259 01/04/2018 £43,200 Also operates 710 & 752. Group with T4258
752 Stagecoach De La Salle Warrington Road 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4259 01/04/2018 Also operates 710 & 743
725 Fairbrother Hope Academy Wargrave 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4322 01/04/2018 £20,544
782 Fairbrother Slag Lane Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4323 01/04/2018 £26,335
12 Hatton's St Helens Circular 30 30 n/a No No Yes No T4332B 19/01/2020 £84,427 £12,101 7

724 Halton Bradlegh Road Hope Academy 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4375 12/04/2020 £21,125
753 Red Kite De La Salle Scholes Lane 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4403 17/04/2016 £21,600 Also operates 790. Group with T4404
790 Red Kite Rainford High School Eccleston 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4403 17/04/2016 Also operates 753
785 Red Kite Merton Bank Road Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4404 17/04/2016 £23,400 Group with T4403
781 Arriva Rainford High School Billinge 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4405 17/04/2016 £23,920 Group with T4406
781 Arriva Billinge Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4406 17/04/2016 £28,080 Group with T4405
289 Cumfybus Rainhill Station Prescot 45 n/a n/a Yes Yes No No DM200 n/a £66,845 10.3 Saturday service is 290.
290 Cumfybus Rainhill Station Kirkby n/a 60 n/a Yes Yes No No DM200 n/a 11.3 Weekday service is 289
156 Cumfybus Downall Green St Helens Town Centre 1 jny 1 jny n/a Yes Yes No No DM199 n/a single journey. Goes onto 157
157 Cumfybus Rainford Ashton 60 60 n/a Yes Yes No No DM199 n/a £184,245 Includes 156 journey.
745 Arriva Carmel College Platt Bridge 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4441 17/04/2016 £42,120 Also operates 786. Group with T4442
786 Arriva Rainford High School St Helens Town Centre 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4441 17/04/2016 Also operates 745
708 Arriva Prescot Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4442 17/04/2016 £9,880 Group with T4441
721 Arriva Hope Academy Wharf Road 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4447 17/04/2016 £18,200 Group with T4448
783 Arriva Moss Bank Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4448 17/04/2016 £33,800 Group with T4447
784 Stagecoach Haresfinch Rainford High School 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4449 17/04/2016 £42,848
718 Arriva St Cuthbert's Sutton Manor 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4511 17/04/2016 Also operates 783
783 Arriva Rainford High School Moss Bank 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4511 17/04/2016 £31,200 Also operates 718. Group with T4511
757 Stagecoach Cowley International St Helens Town Centre 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4512 17/04/2016 £37,029
741 Arriva Parr Carmel College 1 jny n/a n/a No No Yes Yes T4513 17/04/2016 £28,800 Group with T4511

£4,115,160
£7,712,227



Annualised 
on bus 

revenue

Annualised 
Concessionary 

PAX

Annualised 
pre pay PAX

Mon-Fri Sat Eves & Sun
12 Hatton's St Helens Circular 30 30 n/a No Yes No DM203 20/01/2019 £36,683
17 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Widnes n/a n/a 60 No No Yes T4615B 20/01/2019 £135998 (17,30,37) 29,732 £16,039 9,896 12,135 Eves & Sun Huyton contract. Mon-Sat day is SQP.
28 Hatton's Blackbrook St Helens Junction 60 60 n/a Yes Yes No DM149 n/a £6,359 DM to serve Hospital Grounds.
31 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Parr Yes Yes No DM080 n/a £67,775 (30,31,32,33,34,35,320,32A,34A DM covers early mornings & Sunday eves.

32/32A Arriva Clinkham Wood Sutton Manor/Clock Face Yes Yes No DM080 n/a DM covers Sunday morn & eves.
33 Arriva Sutton Heath Sutton Manor Yes Yes No DM080 n/a Part SQP. DM covers early Sun; Evening Service operated by Huyton
33 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Sutton Heath n/a n/a See Comments No No Yes T4075B 02/08/2020 £388,702 (Group T4059B/T4063B/T4071B/T4074B/T4075 10,770 £5,141 4,153 3,760
34 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Leigh/Earlestown Yes Yes No DM080 n/a DM covers early and late journeys
35 Arriva Gillars Green St Helens Junction No No Yes DM080 n/a DM covers early morning journeys.
37 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Eccleston 30 30 n/a Yes Yes No DM085 n/a £3,708 DM for Eccleston
37 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Eccleston n/a n/a 60 No No Yes T4615B 20/01/2019 See above 1,804 £748 1,101 293 Sunday Daytime Only
89 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Liverpool Airport 20 20 30 Yes Yes No DM132 n/a £235,588 DM covers eves & Sun.

139 Cumfybus Liverpool City Centre Prescot 30 30 n/a Yes Yes No DM131 n/a £48,242 DM for whole route.
297 Hatton's Kirkby St Helens Town Centre 60 n/a n/a Yes Yes No DM170 n/a £10,230 DM covers 1 trip to Carmel College.
320 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Ashton/Wigan 10/20 12/30 30 Yes Yes No DM080 n/a DM covers early and late trips.
920 Arriva St Helens Town Centre Haydock Ind Est 2 jnys 2 jnys 2 jnys Yes Yes No DM099 n/a £6,666 DM for the whole route.
35E Huyton St Helens Town Centre Gillars Green n/a n/a 30 No No Yes T4621 20/01/2019 £563,998 (Group T4621/T4622B/T4623B/T4624 26,666 £13,468 12,458 6,603
30 Arriva Sutton Manor Chain Lane 20 20 30 Yes Yes No DM080 n/a DM covers early morning journeys. Eves & Sun provision by contract. Evening Service operated by Huyton
30 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Chain Lane n/a n/a 30 Yes No No T4615B 20/01/2019 15,327 £4,004 9,766 3,275 Sunday Daytime Service operated by Arriva

38A Huyton St Helens Town Centre Rainford n/a n/a 60 No No Yes T4622B 20/01/2019 26,105 £15,410 9,123 8,183 Weekday service is the 38/152.
137 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Billinge 60 60 n/a No No Yes T4625 20/01/2019 £91,988 (137/111) 28,640 £4,789 25,239 659
140 Hatton's St Helens Town Centre Bold/Bold Heath 60 60 n/a Yes No No DM219 20/01/2019 £3,000 DM covers I am journey into St Helens and one return PM
141 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Newton-le-Willows n/a n/a 60 No No Yes T4623B 20/01/2019 13,992 £10,319 5,431 2,506 Evenings and Sundays
152 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Rainford/Ormskirk 120 120 n/a No No Yes T4074B 02/08/2020 33,319 £23,028 18,945 1,933 Includes 714am journey. Group with T4059, T4063, T4071 & T4075
156 Huyton Lea Green, Waterside Ashton 60 60 n/a No No Yes T4624 20/01/2019 69,374 £41,387 36,218 10,305
156 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Ashton n/a n/a 60 No No Yes T4075B 02/08/2020 23,271 £13,943 10,948 4,376 Interworks with the 602. Group with T4059, T4063, T4071 & T4074
289 Cumfybus St Helens Town Centre Prescot/Kirkby 60 60 n/a Yes yes no DM200 24/01/2021 £125,817 (289/290) All services covered by deminimis
602 Huyton Ashton Newton-le-Willows n/a n/a 60 No No Yes T4075B 02/08/2020 Interworks with the 156 ESu
111 Huyton Parr Lea Green Station 1j n/a n/a No No Yes T4625 20/01/2019 2,067 £2,410 208 23
603 Huyton Ashton Newton-le-Willows 60 60 n/a No No Yes T4144A 05/08/2018 £273,605 (T4137A/T4144A) 37,937 £17,354 25,885 2,070 Evening service is the 602. TfGM contribute. Group with T4137A
12 Huyton St Helens Circular n/a n/a 60 No No Yes T4075B 02/08/2020 312 £58 190 90 Daytime Only

156 Cumfybus Downall Green St Helens Town Centre 1 jny 1 jny n/a No No Yes DM199 £184,466 (156/157) single journey. Goes onto 157
157 Cumfybus Rainford Ashton 60 60 n/a No No Yes DM199 Includes 156 journey.
60 Huyton St Helens Windle n/a n/a 60 No No Yes T4623B 20/01/2019 5,121 £1,404 3,052 1,251

140 Huyton St Helens Town Centre Rainhill Station n/a n/a 60 No No Yes T4623B 20/01/2019 25,044 £11,795 14,806 3,665
153 Huyton St Helens Eccleston, Norley Drive 120 120 n/a No No Yes T4074B 02/08/2020 8,835 £1,875 7,433 375

CommercialFrequencyService Operator From To Deminimis Contracted Contract 
Number Cost CommentsContract 

Expiry Date
Annualised 
total PAX

See comments

See comments
See comments
See comments

see comments



What improvements (if any) would encourage you to use the bus more often? 

Since HTL took over the contract the Quality of Buses and Reliability has not been as good, Would 
use it more often if a company like Arriva was handed the Contract again as they ran it to an 
excellent standard last time they had it. 

Better seats, wifi, no rattly Windows, frequent clock face timetabled services (I don't mean the area 
of St. Helens)and the ability to jump on another bus for one ticket. An express bus to Runcorn or 
Liverpool from other parts of St. Helens 

I'd like to see the route extended to Liverpool, save having to change on route. Ideally I'd also like to 
see an Arriva route operate through Bryn in Greater Manchester so I could use one operators ticket. 
Or allow Merseytravel tickets such as Savaway be used on the full route of Merseytravel funded 
services, such as the 603 or 157 in the short part of Greater Manchester it passes through.   
Currently having to purchase a Stagecoach ticket to Ashton then an Arriva ticket on the 320 puts me 
off using it or the 603 and 157. 

Quicker turnaround in St Helens - (goes circular route before travelling towards Widnes - Real Time 
information - Easier ticketing 

Too often the last train from Lime street arrives after the 141 bus has passed through, leaving loads 
of people stranded. I would suggest a timetable that makes sure passengers can get home from St 
Helens Junction after the last train or have an option from St Helens Central. I am sure people 
coming from Manchester would appreciate the same service.  And bring back the 339, it will help so 
many workers from St Helens get to work at the new warehouses in Warrington at the Birtonwood 
junction. 

Increased frequencies for commercial services, free wifi provided by all operators, double decker 
buses across St Helens, next stop announcements, increased legroom, drivers to stop  at the next 
stop when the bell is pressed regardless of standees or not, drivers to allow passengers to sit down 
before the bus moves, less vandalism to the interior of buses and drivers removing passengers 
causing anti social behaviour. 

More reliability as sometimes up to 4 can turn up at once. 

  

  

I think you should launch the Sapphire service on this route, this route is a long haul journey 
therefore additions to this bus such as Free WiFi and USB charging will be great so commuters can 
charge their phone and use WiFi while travelling, while travelling to work and school I cannot charge 
my phone so I'm stuck looking out of the window bored and wanting the bus journey to end. 

I would like to see a better bus service that includes evenings & Sundays 

double deckers for the 352. Improved timetables - 352 home from St Helens is a joke after 5pm. 
Better service on Sundays - starting earlier 

Direct service to Warrington. Better Buses, and more spread out instead of "piggy backing" 
throughout the day. New routes to places people wish to go too. 

Running on time, no busses taken off 

More buses around Carmel College finishing time or dedicated buses for Carmel College Students 
(Several dozen students get on just before I get off making it hard to get off the bus easily) 



Would like a more frequent service as I need to set out much earlier than I should due to the hourly 
service and end up having lots of time to spare before starting work and then have to hang around 
the bus station after finishing work.  Only work part time but it's almost full time by the amount of 
time which I am out. 

  

  

The buses are expensive compared to other towns and cities. Everything in St. Helens is cheap 
except transport 

The reliability of the 137. Some Arriva drivers need to go on a customer training course! 

Qúite often drivers don't stop even when you put out your hand to request they do so.   Passengers 
ignore the sign that talking to drivers is prohibited. Can be a problem for wheelchair users wishing to 
get drivers attention. 

Cheaper Fares 

Regular capacity. The vehicle used is often too small. Inconsistent supply of vehicle used by Arriva in 
the daytime. 

I catch the 20 service from Clipsley Lane to Earlestown Bus Station (8.37am) every week day morning 
and I find it is very rarely on time, especially during school term. For the past several weeks - going 
into months - there has been severe traffic congestion through Haydock and Vista Road and I, along 
with fellow riders I have spoken to who depend on the 20 for work, would have appreciated an extra 
service being put on as I was very often made late.  I think the quality of the 20 service bus needs 
improvement; cleaned more often for litter, seats shampooed etc. 

  

Bus shelters & seating at stops is not adequate on Martindale Road /Broad Lane, in both directions. 
The ward contains a large proportion of elderley residents who require these facilities. 

The 141 runs once an hour Mon to Sat till 7pm and  121/122 Sun an bank holidays twice an hour why 
not make the 141 a half hourly service Mon to Sat and taxi's are expensive  and my mum uses a 
wheelchair 

More space for prams, police presence, cheaper 

Friday afternoons the service becomes erratic, often they go past 'sorry not in service' why is this.? 

Reduce 31 service to every 15 mins, reduce size of bus after 9.30 off peak. Currently a double decker 
every 10 mins 

  

  

  

  

  

More buses on Sunday 

Cheaper dayrides for family, bus straight to destination such as Southport and Blackpool once a 
week 

More friendly staff 

Running later, currently 35 fi ishes about 18.30 

34a if it came down I to the village and not late evening. Can't walk to Bradley road 

  



Happy as it is 

I would use the bus more If the 121/122 was run by arriva instead of hattons 

32 really good service, not many failures. 352 not reliable but comes from Wigan, roadworks slow it 
down 

None 

20 service Sunday service, early hours 297 to Kirkby as work from 17.00 to 01.00 in Kirkby 

Real time information at bus stops. 

  

I have to use the bus, I wouldn't if I didn't have to.  The buses to Rainford are usually old, they are 
very often late, and often missing.  We only have a half hourly service.  At peak times they are full to 
capacity.  This week/last week when we have had hot weather, the heating has been on full blast 
and only one window has been working (springs broken on the other).   Vehicles often break down 
(at least five times within the last few weeks).   It is not a pleasant experience travelling to Rainford 
by bus. 

Better ventilation as it's can be very hot but too cold when you open windows! 

  

  

Later return journeys from St. Helens to Eccleston. 

More understanding bus drivers.  I have a slight stammer.  I have been stared and mocked by drivers 
in the past. 

More frequent 

  

  

More frequent peak time and early evening. If returning from Liverpool on train from work, if you 
get the 1745 train out of Liverpool it gets to St Helens Central at 1813 and the bus goes at 1815! 
Next bus 1915, so drive. Bus should be half hourly until at least 2000, would be better for going out 
in the evening as well.  It would be better if the service went via Fingerpost for the shops / leisure 
facilities (swimming pool, so have a 36a (anti-clockwise) Bus station - Fingerpost - Chain Lane - 
Haresfinch - Bus station  and a 36c (clockwise in the other direction) - Haresfinch already has 4 buses 
an hour with the 352.  The 352 bus service between St Helens and Wigan is good but would be 
better if half hourly day time / hourly in the evening this diverted into Laffak as a lot of people walk 
to Carr Mill X roads to get this service from our area. Since the service was enhanced in the evening 
to half hourly I have used it far more.  Overall I think the bus service in St Helens is good but certainly 
I feel ticketing needs to be made simpler and easier to purchase. I cannot buy a bus and rail ticket on 
bus either for peak time or off-peak travel for one day - this is real barrier to travel. I start my 
journey on bus, so it would also be useful if you could top up Saveaway tickets with a Walrus card on 
bus - than not having to go out of your way to the Co-op the day before or on the day you wish to 
travel.This is a barrier to travel, especially when it is raining, just jump in the car.  Also if I have 
bought a Arriva Day ticket as I have gone to Wigan - these should really be accepted on subsidised 
services in the evening in Merseyside where Arriva do not run the subsidised service but do run the 
commercial service on the same route. Why should we pay twice? 

Regular bus to Southport without need to change 

none 



Have heard that this service is planned to be re_routed so as not to come along Liverpool Road. I 
have no transport or nearby relations so I rely heavily on this service and would be virtually house 
bound if the route is changed or cancelled.  Too far to carry shopping and have to walk from 
Huntsman and couldn't afford to use a taxi on a regular basis.  I am over 70 and expect to find it 
even more difficult to get about in the future.  I am not the only person who would have problems if 
changes go ahead.  Not everyone has own transport and as their are no amenities in our immediate 
area we need some form of getting to be from some places like doctors, hospitals ect.  Please 
consider the needs of people like myself.  I use this service almost everyday so can't really answer as 
to what would make me use it more than I already do.  A more frequent service would be better but 
don't really see that happening. 

785/786 PROBLEMS WITH ROUTE - NOT SERVING DUKE ST HARD TO FIND SCHOOL ROUTE/BUS INFO 
ON MT WEBSITE CAN THE WEBSITE SHOW ALL ROUTES INCLUDING ALL SCHOOL ROUTES 

ON EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS 2 MT SERVICES RUN AT THE SAME TIME COULD THESE BE RETIMED 
(17B/194/121). THE COMMERCIAL 32 RUN BY ARRIVA SERVICES LEACH LANE COULD THESE BE 
REDIRECTED TO SERVE MILL LANE AND CLOCK FACE ROAD 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Make them more on time and more reliable as sometime the bus can go into earlestown and hen go 
out of service for being to late and then could miss my connecting bus home. 

Used to be 2 buses an hour, would be good to have them reinstated 

Wish the 20 finished later than 6pm 

None, it's fine 

More frequent service (4 per hour or more). 

E Cigs should be allowed 

Wifi on all buses 

  

  

Reliability to be improved 

More buses and more frequency 

  

Better punctuality 

  

Happy with services except for Bank Holidays and Sundays not enough 

  

Willow park 34 and 360 cross over times you can miss it and have a 20 mins wait time interchange 
better. Limited services on sundays need more frequency 

Ensure buses are on time and don't miss any services out. Tuesdays are usually bad. 

  



34a doesn't go to southworth road to connect to other services 

34A Not turning up morning time 

Good Service 

Warrington buses to take concessionary passes. Direct bus to wigan (61) 

Happy with services 

  

Happy with Services 

All of 

Happy with services 

 



What impact (if any) will the proposed bus service change... 

I am currently trying to find out if I will still be able to use this service as there is a mention on your 
website that you will no longer be going up Liverpool Rd! I will struggle if there is no service to 
Garswood anymore!! 

 

None that I can see. 

Need to increase the Sunday hours to and from Widnes green oaks from wa94tg, jubits lane area. 
Currently service is non existent 

Better 

Should re introduce the 23/24 route so ckinkham wood Sutton manor 4 acre and thatto heath are 
all served simple 

The proposed increase to this service will be invaluable to not only me but the many students who 
will rely on this bus to get to edge hill university 

 

i will allmost certainly miss my connection in st helens for the 17 or 17B because of the proposed 
changes, because ill only just miss it its a 30 min wait 

None if you do not change any but a late evening  service would be nice. 

none 

 

I and my children will have NO way of getting to school or work through the week or shopping of a 
weekend as I do not drive. 

I will no longer be able to travel to and from work as I do not drive. I am solely reliant on this 603 
bus service and if it stops there is no alternate for me except to get 2 or 3 buses and lots of 
expense OR to get a new job as I will no longer be able to afford the commute back and to work. 

not a great deal 

I will lose my connection to my mums at the Avenue (Eccelston) and my Dad will lose his 
connection to St Helens Hospital as the 33 is also getting cut back from there 

Removal of service from serving bus stop 

Bus 89 service to Hayton bus station should be more frequent. Or another bus to be added to go 
Hayton bus station 

none 

Do not know at present, but if chain lane can have a direct service to st helens why can't haydock 

I will not b able to get a bus home if I miss the one at 5 past the he I have to wait late at night to 
get home when the drunks are about the bus should be set at at least 15 mins past the hr for 
people who finish on the hr to get to the stops on time 

Not aware of any change on this route 

 

As there is no change to the service we will still have same problem of one an hour. Could do with 
half hourly service 

Disabled, struggle to walk 

it would be much easier by increasing the service, as morning times make it difficult as the bus is 
mainly always late in a morni 

Will be further to walk to the bus stop 

This is a good service for the many older people living in and around windle. It offers direct access 
to both hospitals and many other services.  It's reroute get will undoubtedly lead to social 
exclusion and additional expense.  The same can also be said of the evening and Sunday 194/5 
service. 

Won't make any difference currently hourly, as it was needs to be every 20 mins like it used 



be.needs to run all day and not finish at 6 

The proposed withdrawal of Liverpool Road from the 156 route leaves us with no alternative 
public transport into town. The nearest bus stop would be 1km away at the Huntsman. The walk 
involves crossing the busy and dangerous East Lancs Road. My husband has a heart condition and 
has now been diagnosed as being severely visually impaired. This means he is no longer able to 
drive. We rely on public transport for medical appointments and shopping. 

No impact 

 

the 33 does not run through out queensland and kimberley avenue anymore so it is hard to walk 
all the way to the top of sutton heath road turning on to elephant lane. Especially for the old and 
disabled. 

No alternative provision. Wouldn't be able to travel. Social isolation. No car 

35 could this be extended from gillars green to predict via burrows lane. Instead of proposed 3 
buses per hour why not 2 to accommodate this . Work at whistling hospital and son who has 
mental health issues attends rain hill high 

Live on Denton's green hard lane,remival of 194 will make it difficult to get to work at whiston 
hospital as evening shifts worker 

I won't be able to get to and from work as I don't drive so use the bus 

 

A reduced service in the evenings and Sunday's 

If a non commercial bus company e.g Hattons Travel is the bus provider for any new 
services/replacement services for 35/35A 121/122 

Will be able to get to Ormskirk by bus 

 

I will have no bus services that runs down burrows lane,to get me to work and my son to school.  
All my family and friends also live Whiston/Prescot area and I will be cut off from accessing them.  
My child minder will not be able to get to my house from Prescot and I have a disabled child, so I 
require help.  If you can't run the 137/138 and 194/195.  Then I think the 35 new service should be 
relooked at and should not end at Gillars Green Drive, but be extended to run to Prescot bus 
terminus via Burrows Lane.  Even if they only run 2 buses per hour not 3 buses.  There needs to be 
a services down burrows lane! 

There will be no bus service that runs down burrows lane, to get to my daughters to look after my 
grandson.  There needs to be a services down burrows lane.  Extending another service to cover 
that road needs to be considered.  It is a long dark road in the evening and I would not feel safe 
walking down that road at night. 

No service to enable me to get to hospital appointments 

I will not be able to visit my family, who live on burrows lane.  There should be a service that runs 
down burrows lane. 

I will not be able to visit my sister as she lives on burrows lane.  There should be a services that 
runs down burrows lane.  Another service should cover this route if the 137/138 and 194/195 are 
taken off. There is a huge gap in conecting Prescot to Eccleston!  Some area's have loads of buses 
and now we will have none! This needs to be relooked at. 

This will make things alot easier now the service has revised frequency.  I woun't need to wait 
every half an hour.  And i will get to my destination alot quicker.   If iv'e just missed a bus, i know 
there will be another one within 20 mins instead of half an hour. 

The withdrawal of this service from rainhill will cause me to use taxis each day.  Merseytravel has 
already removed the 265 from the rainhill stoops area of rainhill and now the removal of the 
137/138 will mean the only bus service in the area will be the 61. We will have no route to st 
helens or st helens hospital. 



It will stop me from visiting friends & severely effect some of my recreation activities - it will also 
have an impact on local businesses and sports clubs that it will thus be harder to attend, and make 
it harder for me to get to St Helens with their now being only one bus route in the immediate area 
serving the town centre. 

Need new services to interchange. 17 is a 3 or 4 minutes past the hour. Would help shift worker if 
pushed back 5 mins. 

Wont be able to get to Sutton Heath. Need a service to Liverpool from Lea Green. Need more 
buses from Sutton Manor. 

Cost of using 33 - lady will have less money. No evening service now using 196. 196 withdrawal 
have big impact on expenditure. 

Lack of bus service will create need to walk uphill. 

It will mean I will have to walk home, or get an earlier bus. 

Improved Quality of life, improved re hospital visiting for both Ormskirk and Southport, more than 
one and half hours in Southport without having to panic and rush to catch bus for connection at 
Ormskirk. Last return had only  2 minute gap to catch bus. Some better co-ordination is vital to 
allow "joined up services" for people of St Helens some recreation in a seaside resort including 
Sundays and Bank Holidays. 

I have concerns regarding the re-routing of 37 and 38 services. Buses turning right (38) from Kiln 
Lane into Bleak Hill Rd and buses turning right from Gunning Ave into Bleak Hill Rd/Kiln Lane will 
create chaos at what is already an inadequate junction. 

If times of buses and routes are changed this will affect my journey to work / home and possibly 
impact on childcare as I rely on the buses at certain times to get to work and also in picking my 
children up at certain times. 

Concerned at reduction in connections with trains coming to and from Manchester, Manchester 
Airport and the East of England in early morningn and after 6pm 

No longer a quick route to get to work. Would have to use 2 buses instead of 1.  With the removal 
of this bus service, Burrow Lane will no longer be server by a bus route and would be completely 
cut off from the rest of the network. Just wondering what provision if any there will be for this loss 
of service as currently there is no proposed one.  Possibly Burrows Lane is not a high capacity 
route, but many people use the service between Eccleston and Prescot and without this bus 
service many people will no longer undertake this journey due to the fact it would necessitate a 
change of bus in St Helens.  I also think the proposal to change the route of the 38 so that Bleak 
Hill Road is still services by a bus will anger many of the residents of Rainford and this will add 
more time to their journey everyday. 

I would be isolated because I am unable to drive and may need to move away from Rainford. 

I see that it is proposed the 603 will no longer come through Garswood.  Why?  This is essential for 
getting to Ashton from Tithebarn Road, plus Earlestown for visiting the market. 

No 35A or service in Knowsley Rd between Ellison Drive and Rivington Rd means my local bus 
stops no longer exist! 

Clearly no one has looked at the demographic situation in Rainhill from  Mill lane, Rainhill Stoops 
and the Warrington road area to Rainhill village.  There are no alternative bus services in this area  
for elderly people to get to St Helens hospital and St Helens town centre. 

by-passing rainford road will add time on the trip and as a bus driver in warrington i know this is a 
waste of time because you have the 37 going down kiln lane plus people who travel from rainford 
to st helens all the time will be put off getting the bus and be forced back into there cars 

Can't really understand these changes the frequency of these bus services from area of windle 
Eccleston is really poor to begin with . Can't understand especially as you've quoted kiln road is 
that kiln lane and where is gunners lane ?? 

No direct service  day or evening service to Prescot .In the evening especially would have either a 
10-15 minute walk ( I am 67 ) from home to Kiln Lane to catch new proposed hourly 38A to 



St.Helens and then catch a 10 to Prescot OR walk 10 minutes in opposite direction to stop by 
junction of Knowsley Road/ Alder Hey Road to catch new proposed 38E to St. Helens and then 
catch 10 to Prescot. 

Visit to friend who lives on Liverpool Road 

My wife and myself are in our 70ts and will find it very hard to get into town when we have to 
cross the east lancs road which is a very bad road to cross at our age. To get the nearest bus is at 
least 15 - 20 mins  walk.in bad weather this makes us housebound also would you like your 
parents to cross the east lancs road at peak times. We live on Liverpool road. 

Changes to the time I arrive to work and the time I get home from work. The bus may no longer 
run down rainford bypass 

might have to rearrange meeting days, possibly taxis 

Less frequent buses, meaning I will arrive at work later (theres no other bus I can currently take 
direct from near my house to the train station to go to manchester). Possibly result in me having 
to get taxis to the station and being more costly 

Hourly services in the evenings mean i will be walking home a few miles very late at night after 
work, in the dark in winter, or more than likely have to wait nearly an hour for a bus.   As the 32a 
stops around 5.30, i think, hourly services from then will impact people i know working later than 
that waiting even longer for the bus to get home 

aged 74 mostly medical reasons it will be hard to get to st Helens & to garswood it all depends 
how far it will be to the nearest bus stop from Liverpool road ( garswood side of the east lancs) 
please take into account !!   mostly aged persons on this small stretch of road !! the weather 
should be also brought into your decision ? would you like your aged family to cope with these 
preposed changes?? 

First off, I don't like the fact how the 35 will not stop at Knowsley Road anymore, because 
Knowsley Road is in between the Town Centre & Gillars Green, aslong as a supermarket being near 
by. It would be a bit of a struggle for bus passengers in that area wanting to go back to town. I also 
don't like the fact that the replacement bus service for Knowsley Road (153) is only every 2 hours, 
and it's only in the daytime, so that means no busses at night time for Knowsley Road, so there is 
no point having a new bus service for that area. My next concern is that the 35E will only go to 
town and Gillars Green, instead of also going to Sutton Junction. If your going to have an evening 
and sunday service, I would prefer it to follow the exact same route and stops as the daytime 
service, the 35A follows the same route, so why can't the 35E? Wating 1 hour just to go to town 
from Sutton Junction after 7.00 in the evening is a bit too long, and what If I wanted to go to 
Gillars Green? It would be a better idea to just stay on the same bus than having to switch busses, 
especially if it's dark and cold out! So could you please make sure that 35E follows the EXACT route 
as the 35? Would you also make sure that both services also be available at Knowsley Road? That 
would be a big help and would be far less confusing, not forgetting to mention it would be alot 
more familiar. I would be really appreciated if my suggested changes actually become a reality. 
Thank you very much! 

A more frequent service would be useful as would buses up to 6pm on this route. I'm disappointed 
to see no links between this area and either Lea Green or St Helens Junction stations as a lot of 
people (myself included) use the train to commute to work and parking at the station can be a 
problem. 

There are few buses that currently serve the bottom of clock face road towards bold Heath. The 
ones we do have are currently sparse anyway, often 1 every hour. Currently the 140 and 32a stop 
after 5 o clock. The 122 and 121 serve as a way to travel after this time. There are houses and 
residents in this area that need to travel. We cannot be forgotten about 

very - there is no other one close 

The 32 only running every hour at night instead of every 12 and 42 minutes past the hour... (Aldi 
Bus stop) 



Please do not remove the 195/4. 

I will have to travel into town and back out to get to work, extended my journey time and will have 
to rethink where my youngest is going to go to nursery for ease of travel before and after work 

I will not be able to get home. The 32 will not run through the estate. Also why change it from 2 
services to 1 an hour? That makes it impossible to get home because work sometimes lets me out 
late. Needs more services 

None 

 

New route 30 / 30E increase in daytime frequency is good, will encourage people to use the bus 
more, as not so long to wait / change of route makes sense in Laffak and as a through service 
across town to Sutton Manor serving St Helens Hospital another positive step forward.  Would 
hope after raising this at the event in Church Square and on line that the frequency of the evening 
service to hourly does not start at 1815 as currently, as this is a major barrier to using the bus to / 
from St Helens Central when using the train. If you finish work in Liverpool at 1730 / 1800 - you 
have a long wait for a bus when you get off the train and therefore in most cases I drive / get 
picked up and the bus loses out. Buses should remain at 20 minute frequency until 1900 ish then 
two buses an hour to 2000, then hourly.  Other service changes seem positive and in most cases 
some improvements, Ormskirk in particular. I think the 20 could be better with an hourly service in 
the evening linking Earlestown with  Haydock / Blackbrook.  Overall as a bus user and council tax 
payer in Merseyside, I am happy with the changes. You do just need to sort ticketing out now and 
make it easier for the customer to purchase i.e. I should be able to get on bus and be able to buy a 
day ticket for all buses and all buses / trains in Merseyside instead of currently being 
inconvenienced and having to go out my way (two bus stops) to get a a Saveaway ticket loaded on 
to my Walrus card. Nothing for a day for morning peak commuters which is very poor if not 
travelling daily / frequently. 

Will limit jobs I can apply for. Not sure if there are any plans to change the 10A but it would impact 
my routine in a big way if it changed. 

My husband is bad on his legs and needs to travel by bus to st Helens. 

This will have a big impact as I visit friends on bushy lane if this bus is still running through the day 
not having to walk from rainford road, and the 34 if this bus still running on an evening time to get 
me home from work on last bus 11.25. medical appointments at lea green 

I get the bus back from visiting my family into st Helens bus station to catch the 356 bus on time to 
go home so I'm not stuck in bus station for an hour. 

This will have a big impact as I travel to work in Kirkby getting 3 buses, and visiting my mum in 
platt bridge as she is very frail and bad on her legs 

I'm bad on my legs and need to travel on the 38 bus to town and then get either the 31,34 or 34a 
to Parr visiting my friends and family. 

It will impact my ability to travel to and from work.  I work on the retail park and don't drive so this 
is my only means of getting to work at present.  The bus only runs till 6pm at the retail park right 
now but I can work till 9pm in which case I have to walk home. Not ideal considering the area.  I 
recently made a complaint about this and asked for the service to be extended. Obviously this fell 
on deaf ears. What am I meant to do now if you reduce the service even further?? 

Prices gunna rise due to 2 different bus companys 

Will make journeys to and from university much more accessible and will give more flexibility  
without this bus service I have no way of getting to uni as I do not drive 

If the services increases times I would have more choice on when I start my journey and also the 
time I return home at this time I have to start my journey early or wait until lunch to go and the 
latest I can return is 4 

The withdrawal of the 194/195 is particularly bad as there is no alternative provision. The service 
links the town centre with two major hospitals and Prescot. 



None 

as of yet we have not been informed as to what these changes will be but will endecour to support 
the services that we use 

More frequent buses 

Highly inconvenient.I am 70 next birthday and I am going to have to walk from Clock Face to Bold 
Heath and back every single evening and I don't even know what times the 32 will now run 

 



Wirral Bus Services

CommercialService Operator From To Deminimis Contracted Contract Cost CommentsContract Expiry DateSchool? Total Daily 
16 Arriva Moreton Clatterbridge No No Yes No T4056B 02/08/2020 52,231.00£                  120 Weekday operated by Avon.
17 Arriva Moreton Clatterbridge No No Yes No T4056B 02/08/2020 126 Weekday operated by Avon.
41 Stagecoach Mill Park Woodchurch No No Yes No T3869B 04/08/2019 79,968.00£                  144 Sunday morning journeys on T4066A.
41 Stagecoach Mill Park Woodchurch No No Yes No T4066A 02/08/2020 20,060.00£                  70 Weekday journeys T3869B
42 Stagecoach Mill Park Woodchurch No No Yes No T4066A 02/08/2020 71 Weekday journeys T3869B

106 A2B Moreton Liscard No No Yes No T4035B 02/08/2020 176,294.10£                251 group bid 35/36/38/40b
110 Arriva New Brighton Clatterbridge No No Yes No T3865 04/08/2019 24,930.00£                  182 Main daytime service Arriva's commercial 410
110 Arriva New Brighton Clatterbridge No No Yes No T4076B 02/08/2020 27,836.00£                  41 Main daytime service Arriva's commercial 410
112 A2B New Ferry Poulton Lancelyn No No Yes No T4038B 02/08/2020 104,780.20£                125 Also operates 615 am journey & 113.
113 A2B New Ferry Heswall No No Yes No T4038B 02/08/2020 7 Also operates 112 & 615 am jny
118 Arriva Mill Park New Brighton No No Yes No T4077B 02/08/2020 377,500.00£                215
119 Arriva Mill Park New Brighton No No Yes No T4077B 02/08/2020 205
129 A2B Liscard Frankby Cemetery No No Yes No T4222B 01/08/2021 7,743.00£                     4
154 A2B Birkenhead Prenton No No Yes No T4040B 02/08/2020 56,275.39£                  76
155 A2B Birkenhead Higher Tramere No No Yes No T4040B 02/08/2020 71
164 Avon Birkenhead New Ferry No No Yes No T4283 02/08/2020 47,719.00£                  50 Evening version of the 464
174 A2B Heswall Lower Village No No Yes No T4036B 02/08/2020 104,080.20£                28 Interworks with 181
175 Arriva Heswall Irby No No Yes No T4081B 02/08/2020 87,871.00£                  129
181 A2B Heswall Arrowe Park Hospital No No Yes No T4036B 02/08/2020 107 Interworks with 174
203 Avon Seacombe Woodside No No Yes No T4301 02/08/2020 29,252.00£                  191
224 Stagecoach Liscard Weatherhead No No Yes Yes T3844 21/04/2019 162,033.00£                154 Also operates 227/228/229
224 Stagecoach Weatherhead Liscard No No Yes Yes T3844 21/04/2019 56 Also operates 227/228/229
227 Stagecoach Woodchurch Rd Weatherhead No No Yes Yes T3844 21/04/2019 159 Also operates 224/228/229
227 Stagecoach Weatherhead Woodchurch Rd No No Yes Yes T3844 21/04/2019 56 Also operates 224/228/229
228 Stagecoach Poulton Road St Mary's College No No Yes Yes T3844 21/04/2019 8 Also operates 224/227/229
229 Stagecoach Wallasey Village Weatherhead No No Yes Yes T3844 21/04/2019 73 Also operates 224/227/228
229 Stagecoach Weatherhead Wallasey Village No No Yes Yes T3844 21/04/2019 73 Also operates 224/227/228
286 A2B Eastham Ferry New Ferry No No Yes No T4327 02/08/2020 60 Weekday service is 145/146
293 Avon Birkenhead West Kirby No No Yes No T3850B 04/08/2019 111,823.00£                95
411 Avon New Brighton Birkenhead No No Yes No T4284 02/08/2020 30,222.00£                  34 Daytime service Arriva's commercial 411
423 Arriva Birkenhead Liverpool No No Yes No T3886 04/08/2019 71,284.00£                  78
600 Al's South Wirral High Wirral Grammar No No Yes Yes T3721 21/04/2019 14,663.00£                  13 Also operates 610 jny
601 Al's Eastham Village Wirral Grammar No No Yes Yes T3723 21/04/2019 16,268.00£                  49
601 Al's Wirral Grammar Eastham Village No No Yes Yes T3724 21/04/2019 17,677.00£                  30
601 Stagecoach Wirral Grammar Eastham Library No No Yes Yes T3725 21/04/2019 23,310.00£                  62 Also operates 601 jny
602 Stagecoach Eastham Library Wirral Grammar No No Yes Yes T3722 21/04/2019 19,517.00£                  56
602 Stagecoach Wirral Grammar Eastham Library No No Yes Yes T3740 21/04/2019 23,697.00£                  37 Also operates 613 jny
603 Al's Eastham Upton Village No No Yes Yes T3819 21/04/2019 35,768.00£                  48 Also operates 630 jny
605 Stagecoach Eastham Ferry Plessington No No Yes Yes T3728B 21/04/2019 20,506.00£                  75
605 Stagecoach Plessington Eastham Ferry No No Yes Yes T3729B 21/04/2019 22,439.00£                  71 Also operates 713 jny
606 Al's St Mary's College Seacombe No No Yes Yes T3774 21/04/2019 43,651.00£                  33 Also operates 611 jny
607 Stagecoach Storeton Upton No No Yes Yes T3730B 21/04/2019 22,762.00£                  66 Also operates 617 jny
607 Al's Arrowe Park Storeton Lane No No Yes Yes T3731B 21/04/2019 32,816.00£                  59 Also operates 630 & 712 jnys
608 Stagecoach Bidston Church Woodchurch High No No Yes Yes T3732 21/04/2019 22,207.00£                  56 Also operates 651 jny
608 Stagecoach St James' Church Woodchurch High No No Yes Yes T3733 21/04/2019 20,053.00£                  25
608 Stagecoach Woodchurch High Bidston Church No No Yes Yes T3734 21/04/2019 23,291.00£                  21 Also operates 612 jny
608 Al's Ridgeway High St James' Church No No Yes Yes T3735 21/04/2019 27,361.00£                  20 Also operates 702 jny
608 Eazibus Woodchurch High Bidston No No Yes Yes T4282 21/04/2019 14,801.49£                  29
609 Stagecoach South Wirral High Wirral Grammar No No Yes Yes T3725 21/04/2019 54 Also operates 609 jny
609 Stagecoach Quarry Road East South Wirral High No No Yes Yes T3736 21/04/2019 21,303.00£                  50
610 Al's Eccleston Ave South Wirral High No No Yes Yes T3721 21/04/2019 21 Also operates 600 jny
610 Eazibus South Wirral High Wirral Grammar No No Yes Yes T4219 21/04/2019 23,729.26£                  58 Also operates 652 jny
611 Al's St Anselm's Greasby No No Yes Yes T3774 21/04/2019 62 Also operates 606 jny
611 Al's Greasby St Anselm's No No Yes Yes T3814 21/04/2019 20,493.00£                  64
612 Stagecoach Birkenhead Shool Poulton No No Yes Yes T3734 21/04/2019 24 Also operates 608 jny
612 Al's Mill Park St Anselm's No No Yes Yes T3738 21/04/2019 23,048.00£                  40
612 Al's St Anselm's Mill Park No No Yes Yes T3826 21/04/2019 27,274.00£                  24 Also operates 654 jny
613 Stagecoach Bebington High Eastham No No Yes Yes T3740 21/04/2019 14 Also operates 602 jny
614 Al's Moreton Cross Calday Grammar No No Yes Yes T3702 21/04/2019 13,211.00£                  72 large group bid  R 272 £1,382,670
614 Al's Hoylake Road Calday Grammar No No Yes Yes T3703 21/04/2019 13,211.00£                  39
614 Al's Calday Grammar Hoylake Road No No Yes Yes T3704B 21/04/2019 13,194.00£                  70
614 Stagecoach Calday Grammar Moreton Cross No No Yes Yes T3741 21/04/2019 23,777.00£                  37 Also operates 617 jny
615 A2B New Chester Road Bebington High No No Yes Yes T4038B 02/08/2020 Also operates 112/113.
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Wirral Bus Services

CommercialService Operator From To Deminimis Contracted Contract Cost CommentsContract Expiry DateSchool? Total Daily 
616 Al's Seacombe Kingsway Academy No No Yes Yes T3742 21/04/2019 9,739.00£                     40
616 Al's Wallasey School Seacombe No No Yes Yes T3743 21/04/2019 9,859.00£                     13
617 Stagecoach Saughall Massie Woodchurch High No No Yes Yes T3730B 21/04/2019 59 Also operates 607 jny
617 Stagecoach Woodchurch High Saughall Massie No No Yes Yes T3741 21/04/2019 47 Also operates 614 jny
620 Selwyns West Kirby Grammar Upton Station No No Yes Yes T4532 23/04/2017 27,550.00£                  36 Also operates 628 jny
621 Al's Upton Station West Kirby Grammar No No Yes Yes T3708B 21/04/2019 39,469.00£                  17 Also operates 705
621 Al's Calday Grammar Upton Station No No Yes Yes T3709 21/04/2019 9,313.00£                     39
621 Al's Calday Grammar Shrewsbury Road No No Yes Yes T3821 21/04/2019 29,457.00£                  22 Also operates 706 jny
621 Eazibus Upton Station West Kirby Grammar No No Yes Yes T4217 21/04/2019 15,230.21£                  79 Also operates 648 jny
621 Eazibus West Kirby Grammar Shrewsbury Road No No Yes Yes T4280 21/04/2019 34,429.03£                  50 Also operates 637 jny
621 Selwyn's Upton Station West Kirby Grammar No No Yes Yes T4543 21/04/2019 3,000.00£                     46 Also operates 701
622 Al's Sandy Lane West Kirby Grammar No No Yes Yes T3816 21/04/2019 22,459.00£                  42
623 Stagecoach New Ferry South Wirral High No No Yes Yes T3749B 21/04/2019 21,303.00£                  59
625 Stagecoach Plessington Shrewsbury Road No No Yes Yes T3726 21/04/2019 27,820.00£                  47 Also operates 703 jny
625 Eazibus Shrewsbury Road Plessington No No Yes Yes T4274 21/04/2019 8,430.62£                     58
625 Al's Shrewsbury Road Plessington No No Yes Yes T4275 21/04/2019 19,506.00£                  23 Also operates 703 jny
627 Al's Birkenhead Nth Stn Wirral Grammar No No Yes Yes T3754B 21/04/2019 11,202.00£                  60
627 Stagecoach Oxton Wirral Grammar No No Yes Yes T3755 21/04/2019 24,107.00£                  26 Also operates 706 jny
627 Eazibus Wirral Grammar Claughton No No Yes Yes T4215 21/04/2019 22,412.33£                  45 Also operates 658 jny
628 Avon Moreton Cross Hilbre High No No Yes Yes n/a 22/01/2017 n/a
628 Avon Hurrell Road Hilbre High No No Yes Yes n/a 22/01/2017 n/a
628 Avon Moreton Cross Hilbre High No No Yes Yes n/a 22/01/2017 n/a Also operates 711 jny
628 Selwyns Hilbre High Meols No No Yes Yes T4532 23/04/2017 82 Also operates 620 jny
628 Selwyns Hilbre High Hurrell Road No No Yes Yes T4533 23/04/2017 27,550.00£                  46
628 Selwyns Hilbre High Reeds Lane No No Yes Yes T4534 23/04/2017 27,550.00£                  17
628 Eazibus Hilbre High Hurrell Road No No Yes Yes T4535 23/04/2017 20,852.00£                  59
630 Al's Woodchurch High Moreton Cross No No Yes Yes T3731B 21/04/2019 62 Also operates 607 & 712 jnys
630 Al's Moreton Cross Woodchurch High No No Yes Yes T3819 21/04/2019 61 Also operates 603 jny
631 Stagecoach Plessington Oxton Road No No Yes Yes T3727 21/04/2019 21,700.00£                  33
632 Al's Our Lady of Pity Newton No No Yes Yes T3712 21/04/2019 16,290.00£                  25
632 Al's Newton Our Lady of Pity No No Yes Yes T3823 21/04/2019 29,064.00£                  19 Also operates 643 jny
633 Eazibus Moreton Cross Weatherhead No No Yes Yes T4273 21/04/2019 13,563.62£                  61 group bid 74/78/79/80/81/82/
634 Stagecoach Our Lady of Pity Irby Road No No Yes Yes T3764 21/04/2019 20,142.00£                  21
634 Stagecoach Irby Road Our Lady of Pity No No Yes Yes T3828 21/04/2019 25,390.00£                  25 Also operates 643 jny
635 Al's Weatherhead Town Meadow No No Yes Yes T3766B 21/04/2019 9,652.00£                     10
635 Al's Wallasey Village Overchurch Road No No Yes Yes T3767 21/04/2019 12,261.00£                  49
635 Al's Moreton Cross Liscard No No Yes Yes T3829 21/04/2019 12,348.00£                  28
635 Eazibus Town Meadow Liscard No No Yes Yes T4278 21/04/2019 13,029.14£                  11
636 Al's Kingsway Academy Hoylake No No Yes Yes T3769 21/04/2019 10,056.00£                  7
636 Eazibus Hoylake Kingsway Academy No No Yes Yes T4279 21/04/2019 12,028.01£                  9
637 Al's Kingsway Academy Moreton Cross No No Yes Yes T3771 21/04/2019 11,682.00£                  11
637 Eazibus Kingsway Academy Hoylake No No Yes Yes T4280 21/04/2019 18 Also operates 621 jny
639 Al's Kingsway Academy Saughall Massie No No Yes Yes T3820 21/04/2019 28,944.00£                  62 Also operates 705 jny
638 Eazibus Rake Lane Kingsway Academy No No Yes Yes T4212 21/04/2019 7,840.11£                     14 group bid 3/5/6/7/8/9/20/
638 Eazibus Kingsway Academy Rake Lane No No Yes Yes T4213 21/04/2019 7,883.60£                     12
639 Al's Saughall Massie Liscard No No Yes Yes T3830 21/04/2019 14,816.00£                  6
643 Al's Upton Station Pensby High No No Yes Yes T3744 21/04/2019 28,595.00£                  15 Also operates 702 jny
643 Al's Pensby High Greasby No No Yes Yes T3775 21/04/2019 7,075.00£                     30
643 Al's Pensby High Moreton Cross No No Yes Yes T3776 21/04/2019 11,202.00£                  42
643 Al's Moreton Pensby High No No Yes Yes T3823 21/04/2019 20 Also operates 632 jny
643 Stagecoach Upton Station Pensby High No No Yes Yes T3828 21/04/2019 17 Also operates 634 jny
645 A2B Heswall Ladymount No No Yes Yes T3778 21/04/2019 13,810.00£                  7
645 Stagecoach Ladymount Heswall No No Yes Yes T3779 21/04/2019 20,659.00£                  13
648 Al's Our Lady of Pity Hoylake No No Yes Yes T3780 21/04/2019 9,521.00£                     40
648 Eazibus Hoylake Our Lady of Pity No No Yes Yes T4217 21/04/2019 45 Also operates 621 jny
649 Al's Pensby High Bassett Hound No No Yes Yes T3817 21/04/2019 16,552.00£                  26
651 Stagecoach Woodchurch Road Birkenhead 6th Form No No Yes Yes T3732 21/04/2019 0.4 Also operates 608 jny
652 Al's Wirral Grammar Moreton Station No No Yes Yes T3832 21/04/2019 20,179.00£                  61
652 Eazibus Wirral Grammar Moreton Shore No No Yes Yes T4219 21/04/2019 65 Also operates 610 jny
653 Al's Thingwall Corner Wirral Grammar No No Yes Yes T3783 21/04/2019 17,633.00£                  22
653 Al's Wirral Grammar Thingwall Corner No No Yes Yes T3784 21/04/2019 25,647.00£                  46 Also operates 696 jny
654 Al's St Mary's College Moreton Cross No No Yes Yes T3826 21/04/2019 35 Also operates 612 jny
655 Al's Gayton St Mary's College No No Yes Yes T3785 21/04/2019 28,355.00£                  36
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655 Al's St Mary's College Gayton No No Yes Yes T3786B 21/04/2019 26,968.00£                  13
656 Al's St Mary's College Newton No No Yes Yes T3833 21/04/2019 21,050.00£                  35
656 Eazibus Newton St Mary's College No No Yes Yes T4218 21/04/2019 15,969.51£                  23
657 Al's Overchurch Road St Mary's College No No Yes Yes T3788 21/04/2019 13,670.00£                  13
657 Stagecoach St Mary's College Overchurch Road No No Yes Yes T3811 21/04/2019 22,506.00£                  43 Also operates 663 jny
658 Eazibus St Mary's College Overchurch Road No No Yes Yes T4215 21/04/2019 51 Also operates 627 jny
658 arriva Overchurch Road St Mary's College No No Yes Yes T4538 21/04/2019 60,000.00£                  57 group bid 39/
659 Al's Woodchurch Plessington No No Yes Yes T3792 21/04/2019 19,336.00£                  58
659 Al's Plessington Woodchurch No No Yes Yes T3793 21/04/2019 21,333.00£                  58
662 Al's Thingwall Corner Wirral Grammar No No Yes Yes T3720 21/04/2019 19,915.00£                  35
662 arriva Wirral Grammar Thingwall Corner No No Yes Yes T4539 21/04/2019 22 Also operates 711 jny
663 Stagecoach Wirral Grammar Thingwall No No Yes Yes T3811 21/04/2019 28 Also operates 657 jny
663 Eazibus Raby Village Wirral Grammar No No Yes Yes T4216 21/04/2019 12,951.83£                  45
664 Eazibus Woodchurch High Upton Village No No Yes Yes T4281 21/04/2019 15,927.17£                  18
670 Al's Gayton West Kirby Grammar No No Yes Yes T3797B 21/04/2019 19,052.00£                  37
670 Al's Calday Grammar Boathouse Lane No No Yes Yes T3798 21/04/2019 22,568.00£                  35
670 Al's Gayton West Kirby Grammar No No Yes Yes T3799B 21/04/2019 19,052.00£                  41
670 Al's Calday Grammar Boathouse Lane No No Yes Yes T3800B 21/04/2019 22,568.00£                  42
671 Al's Heswall West Kirby Grammar No No Yes Yes T3801 21/04/2019 19,773.00£                  52
671 Al's Calday Grammar Brimstage Road No No Yes Yes T3802 21/04/2019 22,633.00£                  50
672 Al's Gayton West Kirby Grammar No No Yes Yes T3803 21/04/2019 17,698.00£                  39
672 Eazibus Calday Grammar Boathouse Lane No No Yes Yes T4220 21/04/2019 33,469.00£                  32 Also operates 676 jny
673 Al's Heswall West Kirby Grammar No No Yes Yes T3713B 21/04/2019 17,677.00£                  41
673 Al's Calday Grammar Brimstage Road No No Yes Yes T3714B 21/04/2019 27,710.00£                  39
674 Al's Thingwall Corner West Kirby Grammar No No Yes Yes T3717 21/04/2019 18,998.00£                  48
674 Al's Calday Grammar Thingwall Corner No No Yes Yes T3718 21/04/2019 21,967.00£                  51
675 Al's Barnston West Kirby Grammar No No Yes Yes T3805 21/04/2019 18,605.00£                  41
675 Al's Calday Grammar Barnston No No Yes Yes T3806 21/04/2019 21,804.00£                  50
676 Eazibus West Kirby Grammar Thingwall Corner No No Yes Yes T4220 21/04/2019 4 Also operates 672 jny
684 Al's West Kirby Pensby High No No Yes Yes T3719B 21/04/2019 12,556.00£                  12
684 Al's Pensby High Calday Grammar No No Yes Yes T3777 21/04/2019 18,779.00£                  21
684 Al's Birkenhead Road Pensby High No No Yes Yes T3807 21/04/2019 20,854.00£                  40
685 Al's Saughall Massie Pensby High No No Yes Yes T3751 21/04/2019 23,343.00£                  40
685 Al's Pensby High Saughall Massie No No Yes Yes T3818 21/04/2019 22,011.00£                  21
695 Al's Ridgeway High Park Road South No No Yes Yes T3808B 21/04/2019 9,084.00£                     34
695 Stagecoach Park Road South Ridgeway High No No Yes Yes T3828 21/04/2019 18 Also operates 698 jny
696 Al's Bebington Oval Birkenhead Park No No Yes Yes DM164 21/04/2019 6,035.00£                     6.6
696 Al's Birkenhead Park Bebington Oval No No Yes Yes T3784 21/04/2019 10 Also operates 653 jny
697 Stagecoach Raby Village Bebington High No No Yes Yes T3809 21/04/2019 20,012.00£                  25
697 Al's Wirral Grammar Raby Village No No Yes Yes T3810 21/04/2019 24,249.00£                  27 Also operates 699 jny
698 Al's Birkenhead Park Townfield Lane No No Yes Yes T3789 21/04/2019 13,342.00£                  19
698 Stagecoach Townfield Lane Birkenhead Park No No Yes Yes T3828 21/04/2019 5 Also operates 695 jny
699 Al's Thornton Hough Primary Raby Mere No No Yes Yes T3810 21/04/2019 19 Also operates 697 jny
701 Stagecoach Kingsmead Road Boathouse Lane No No Yes Yes T3727 21/04/2019 20.00£                          22
701 Selwyn's Boathouse Lane Shrewsbury Road No No Yes Yes T4543 21/04/2019 21 Also operates 621
702 Al's Kingsmead Road Column Road No No Yes Yes T3735 21/04/2019 36 Also operates 608 jny
702 Al's Column Road Shrewsbury Road No No Yes Yes T3744 21/04/2019 36 Also operates 643 jny
703 Stagecoach Kingsmead Road Frankby Cemetery No No Yes Yes T3726 21/04/2019 32 Also operates 625 jny
703 Al's Frankby Shrewsbury Road No No Yes Yes T4275 21/04/2019 26 Also operates 625 jny
705 Al's Pensby Road Upton Road No No Yes Yes T3708B 21/04/2019 22 Also operates 621
705 Al's Kingsmead Road Pensby Road No No Yes Yes T3820 21/04/2019 5 Also operates 638 jny
706 Stagecoach Mill Park Shrewsbury Road No No Yes Yes T3755 21/04/2019 24 Also operates 627 jny
706 Al's Kingsmead Road Mill Park No No Yes Yes T3821 21/04/2019 54 Also operates 621 jny
711 Avon Bebington Station Ridgeway High No No Yes Yes n/a 22/01/2017 n/a Also operates 628 jny
711 arriva Ridgeway High Bebington Station No No Yes Yes T4539 21/04/2019 31 Also operates 662 jny
712 Al's Ridgeway High Bebington Station No No Yes Yes T3731B 21/04/2019 0.3 Also operates 607 & 630 jnys
713 Stagecoach Bebington High Plessington No No Yes Yes T3729B 21/04/2019 45 Also operates 605 jny
811 A2B Leasowe Broughton No No Yes No T4328 04/08/2019 22,287.26£                  15 group bid 29/30/31/34/ 
811 A2B Broughton Leasowe No No Yes No T4329 04/08/2019 22,371.60£                  5
811 A2B Leasowe Broughton No No Yes No T4330 04/08/2019 22,287.26£                  11
811 A2B Leasowe Broughton No No Yes No T4331 04/08/2019 22,287.26£                  21
811 A2B Broughton Leasowe No No Yes No T4334 04/08/2019 22,371.60£                  15
901 Cumfy Leasowe Town Meadow No No Yes No T4058A 02/08/2020 203,330.00£                268

3



Wirral Bus Services

CommercialService Operator From To Deminimis Contracted Contract Cost CommentsContract Expiry DateSchool? Total Daily 
07/207/20 Avon New Brighton Town Meadow No No Yes No T4302 02/08/2020 66,543.00£                  33
124/125 A2B Harrison Drive Harrison Drive No No Yes No T3645B 01/10/2017 65,525.00£                  40
145/146 A2B Eastham Ferry Birkenhead No No Yes No T4327 02/08/2020 398,615.00£                280 Saturday service is 286

16A Arriva Moreton Clatterbridge No No Yes No T4056B 02/08/2020 33 Weekday operated by Avon.
17A Arriva Moreton Clatterbridge No No Yes No T4056B 02/08/2020 28 Weekday operated by Avon.

216/217 Arriva Birkenhead Birkenhead No No Yes No T3887 04/08/2019 53,781.00£                  56
492/495 Avon Birkenhead Birkenhead No No Yes No T3852 04/08/2019 117,822.00£                181 Daytime journeys are commercial by Arriva
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Improvements that encourage patronage 

38 More Often say every 15 or 20 Mins.Route 38A not going via Saughall Massie since 
there is not much custom there not many people get off or get on there. 

I work in Bootle so I have to change busses. It would be perfect if a service went from 
North Wirral to Bootle for the many people who do that journey. 

Real time updates via an app that let you know where a bus is, how long it will take to 
arrive at your stop and estimated arrival time at destination etc. (similar to Uber). You 
should also be able to buy tickets on the app to speed up boarding times Looking further 
forward, in the next 10 years fleets of autonomous taxi's are likely to emerge and could 
replace buses with a cheaper, quicker, more flexible and more personal journey. 
Merseytravel (if they aren't already) need to start thinking how they will transition to 
this. 



113 to Heswall if it ran during the daytime, would discourage me from driving to Heswall 
(my most common journey by car) 145/146 to Eastham Ferry, if it was quicker, would 
encourage me to visit Eastham Ferry Country Park more often. 

More services 

MORE 420 SERVICES 

464 or 2 - more evening services to and from Liverpool as they stop too early. The 487 
only partially filling the gap (hourly service). I see very little point in running the 164 in its 
current format, as it only goes to / from Birkenhead, plus you can't use Arriva / 
stagecoach passes on this Avon services. As such its largely populated by elderly / 
disabled pass holders. As a result you see quite a lot of people currently alighting off the 
472, 471 at Singleton Avenue and promptly have to walk up Borough Road, towards 
Tranmere's ground. Whilst the 487 runs later, it leaves quite a large area (an area off 
both sides of Borough Rd roughly between singleton avenue and Irvine Road) who have 
quite a walk to get the hourly bus on Mount Road / Church Road. to shorten such a walk 
It may be better to run the 487 buses along the Derby Road No2 corridor in the evenings 
It would also be prudent to look at the overall timings of the 2 and 464 as many services 
are roughly heading to / from Liverpool at the same times 

shorter journey time or introduction of direct or limited stops 

The area off Barnston Road (Heswall Hills sub-district is badly served by Buses, and 
suffers from multiple bus companies not accepting each others tickets . a) the 77 goes on 
too much of a diversion via Bebington resulting in a stupidly long journey to Birkenhead 
(approx. 11 minutes added to journey), where you then have to get an a second bus to 
get to Liverpool operated by another operator. b) The rush hour 472 service from / to 
Barnston / Heswall Hills sub district seem to be an endless journey as it runs via a 
massive diversion through Lower Heswall Village, meaning a 3 or 4 minute journey 
between Heswall & Barnston (Heswall Hills) is timetabled to take 11 minutes. This is 
made worse by only running to Liverpool between 6:38am and 7:38am; and from 
Liverpool between 5:20pm and 6:20pm, It therefore does not allow for commuting to 
jobs starting / finishing outside a 8-9am or 5-6pm window c) the lack of evening services 
on the Barnston Road means a long walk from the Pensby Road or Heswall town Centre 
to get to the 472 corridor d) since the abolition of the 176 it is impossible to get to 
Arrowe Park Hospital from Barnston Rd (Hewsall Hills area) without a change of bus at 
Heswall bus station (involving 2 separate bus companies - 77 and 472/1) Improvements - 
suggest that the 472 is extended via a loop to Heswall Hills, (route Heswall Bus Station - 
Telegraph Road, Barnston Road, Acre lane, Brimstage Road, Telegraph Road Heswall bus 
station). This would provide Heswall hills sub district with a link to Arrowe Park Hospital 
provide the rush hour lower Heswall service by using the 471 service or a local hopper 
minibus service guaranteed to link with the 472 (as roads in lower Heswall too small for 
large buses) 

More express routes, the 420 is brilliant, can we have more than one of them, and please 
stop messing about with the times and bus provisions. We've had buses break down 
repeatedly on this route, it's always full and we need more, please don't even consider 
removing it Could we please make sure your timetables are up to date and relevant, bus 
times in Greasby are currently being displayed in an Upton bus shelter! 



RUN SLIGHLTY LATER OF A N EVENING 

471/472: more frequent buses, people regularly have to stand. The frequency could 
easily be increased to every 7/8 minutes. Also if buses ran on time (Stagecoach in 
particular are often late) 

More evening Services, Have Buses running through Hillbark Road Wirral, More Buses To 
Neston Cheshire 

A direct bus from wiodchurch to Liverpool like years ago but not just peak morning 
services regular all day ones. The woodchurch has a lot of elderly and disabled people 
who either have to walk to Upton or woodchurch road to get a direct bus to Liverpool. 

There isn't a bus service run by Merseytravel in my area of Leasowe Road . We have a 
service starting at 9.54am to Moreton Cross running every 65 minutes. The journey to 
New Brighton takes approx 1 hour run by A1 travel ? Residents are mainly pensioners & 
not every household gas a car.We need a service better than at present 

X8 needs to run into Liverpool One and call at less stops. Service 2 needs to be quicker 
too. 811 i spoke to a driver who said some buses are dead so maybe look at those. 

Would like to see the buses run in the evening operated by the same company that 
operates the daytime service. 

Cheaper fares to Liverpool - buses should have cheaper tolls to use the Mersey Tunnel. I 
feel this is a tax on the Wirral public transport user who works or attends education in 
Liverpool. 

487 - Needs to be more often than hourly in the evenings. (Could also co-ordinate with 
the parallel 38 so that the two don't run at a similar time between Birkenhead and Beb). 
Make Sir Thomas Street a better area to wait for a bus, it's rubbish at the moment with 
overflowing litter bins, poor lighting so it doesn't feel safe at night and not enough 
shelter when it rains. Have real time information as this bus is always late or cancelled 
leaving liverpool. 38 needs to better coordinate with college times in Birkenhead and be 
more reliable. 

Satisfactory service as it is. 

Better 495 service 

I have no fault with the No 90 as it now is But I wish I could get to WestKirby without 
using 2 buses 

Service 2 to return to original route with 20 minute service and rerouted to serve 
cheshire oaks 

433 this bus needs to run later than 6.33 from Liverpool as there is no buses along 
Poulton Road after this time which sometimes makes it difficult to get home from work. 

Cheaper fares 

Bring back 93 to Birkenhead Bus Station And through to Liverpool if possible 

I use it for all journeys I cannot walk 

More express services to Liverpool (as 420) 

Bring back the Friday and Saturday night bus service to New Brighton. With increasing 
taxi fees and the current lack of trains to new brighton it is hard getting back from 
Liverpool on a Friday and Saturday night. The night bus service was well used whenever I 
used it 

X8 to Chester stopping at Birkenhead bus station. 407 running later in evenings. 



I would like to see an additional early morning service X8, between the 06:03 and 07:03 
departures from Chester to Liverpool. Stagecoach used to provide this service but it was 
withdrawn in 2015. Also, better co-ordination of bus services so that certain nodal points 
(Ellesmere Port Bus Station being one example, Arrowe Park Hospital being another,) can 
act as interchange points between services. This would allow greater journey 
opportunities across the Wirral. 

437 excellent service 

to keep the more frequent service that has been put in place during the track renewal 

No eating on busses 

More regular 432's/433's particularly early mornings and at evening peak times. Find link 
between 433/432's annoying as it effectively reduces services if you live in an area 
served by only one of these services. 

Bus timetables having right times 

Put on an extra 472 early morning and from 5 pm in the evening, as the bus is always full 
and I have to fight my way off in the morning and stand part of the way home in the 
evening. 

More frequent timings 

Lower fares, more frequent services, Oyster style travelcard for ease of use (ie flat fare, 
pay as you go, daily price cap etc). 

Real time displays in shelters that show ACCURATE information. 

Was good when it was half-hourly for medical appointment 

418/419 Closer adherence to published timetable throughout route to allow more 
certain connections with other bus and train journeys. 

Buses arriving at scheduled time. 

More accurate bus times, free wi-fi that works effectively 

Amendment to some routes to areas that are inaccessible outside peak hours. 

Some stops are very close to each other and only serve to slow the journey down - less 
stops? 

Better reliability on the 410 service. It's frequently late. 

A slightly later finish time. 

A more clockface frequency 

None 

Every 15 mins instead of every 20 

Be on time 

Quite happy with frequency and routes of most of the services. I wouldn't be happy if I 
lived on the 433 route after Liscard and before Gorsey Lane with no service at all after 
6.30pm of an evening. One service I would like to see introduced is a service that ran 
between West Kirby and New Brighton via Hoylake and Moreton. The independent 
service Impera ran it whilst they operated. It is frustrating when in West Kirby to be 
forced into Birkenhead to pick up a connecting service to Wallasey/New Brighton area. 
Hoylake is isolated. 

If 93 bus route was reinstated especially for GP and hospital appointments. Any bus that 
went through to Liverpool without change of bus as mobility is impaired. 

More stops with real time , including cancelled services Morning peak services to Aroow 
park from Greasby Better services for Greasby to Hoylake , Meols, Moreton, Wallasey, 



New Brighton 

I 

145/146 curtailed back to New Ferry / Rock Ferry off peak 

407 bus Increased Frequency (every 15 minutes, rather than every 20) and to continue 
service for an hour longer in the evenings. 423 bus Increased Frequency (every 20 
minutes, rather than every 30) Slightly modified route for both 407 and 423 to include 
the Millhouse Lane 'loop' at the end of Town Meadow Lane. (so join Hoylake Road at the 
Tesco traffic lights rather than at the top of Bermuda Rd. 

reduce fares, they are excessive. Arriva are using atos who are systematically abusing 
personal information. They should not be allowed to collect passenger data. As a 
disabled rights campaigner, the use of atos is a complete and utter disgrace 

More frequent service at peak times Currently very crowded and have to stand 

More intergration between the different modes of transport. A better evening out of the 
timetable during the evening i.e service 1,41 and 38 all arrive at Birkenhead Bus Station 
between xx.36 and xx.45 later in the evening something like xx.36,xx.46 and xx56 would 
be a better spread although I do realise that these are commercial services operated by 
Stagecoach and the 38 is an hourly service during the evening a better spread would be 
better for some not all passengers 

492/495/293 spaced throughout the hour in the evening 

Personally I feel I take full advantage of bus services except I no longer use the 91/92 
which is local for me but no longer goes to Arrowe Park. 

No improvements needed. Perfect as it is especially for disabled. Route 90 

Make 83 available on weekends 

I would like the half hour service restored 

Overall, the buses are good and reliable. At age 81 the no. 80 bus service is a life-saver 
for shopping. The 437 excellent for West Kirby and Liverpool. All the other services 
highlighted are used too, depending on where I need to go. It would be excellent of the 
no. 80 bus ran on Saturdays (currently Monday to Friday). 

487 IF IT STARTED EARLIER I WOULD USE IT TO WORK 410 WOULD BE GREAT IF IT WAS 
BACK TO EVERY 10 MINS FROM /TO CLATTERBRIDGE AND BIRKENHEAD 

For the 433 to run later in the evening. Finishing at half 6 is too early 

Better link up with times of buses from Heswall Lower Village and Buses to West Kirby 
Better/faster service to Chester and Ellesmere Port/Cheshire Oaks/Hooton railway 
station. Bus to Seacombe and Woodside Ferry terminals from Heswall.(I am a frequent 
user and supporter of Mersey ferries) Like Avon bus company but more comfortable 
buses would be welcome on the Chester route. Redirect the 77 again via Heswall Lower 
Village. 

Able to use my pass before 9.30am 

Bus Expected Arrival Notice Boards on all stops 

901 IS ESSENTIAL 

124/125,if they were to run in the day and not only at night 

Improved frequency on routes other than 471/472 

More Buses To Neston, Not Having to pay More For travailing over the Cheshire Border, 
Make Child Tickets In Cheshire Up To 18 And Not 16, More Circular Services, A Bus To 
Hillbark On The Wirral, Buses Through Ness, Burton And Puddington In Cheshire 



407 increased frequency and a later service 

Quicker service 

Better service from Prenton area (Woodchurch road) to West Kirby - more frequent 
buses and more direct route. 

10/10A more modern buses and avon introduce weekly ticket 

All day service as 414 gets there too late and going home never shows 

Avon need newer buses..plus a 0500 bus off new brighton for factory workers 

437- Bus driver WAIT for passengers to SIT down before pushing off in a hurry; why are 
there so many 471-472 BLOCKING the way of the 437 on Cook Street?!? 

Sometimes the bus is very full with standing room only. Perhaps consider using double 
deckers terminating in Neston, rather than Ness at peek hours. The Ness service is still 
very useful but outside peek commuting would still be acceptable to me. 

Re-introduce the half-hourly 83 service from West Kirby via Arrowe Park. Currently there 
is only one bus an hour - the 22 - which may be inconvenient for a hospital appointment, 
meaning a wait of up to 50 minutes or be 10 minutes late! 

Better evening and Sunday services. All but particularly 407. 

More frequent early morning service 

Simpler ticketing, improved waiting facilities, improved integration in Birkenhead (Argyle 
Street and Bus Station routes), bus gate in the Wallasey Tunnel (or permit the 432 to use 
the Fast Tag Lane). Look at industry practices such as Transdev or Trent Barton. Strong 
identities and well regarded in the industry. Have to say buses on Merseyside are 
generally really good but always room for improvement 

Direct link to Heswall 

Get the bus service to actually run instead of missing out services - 41A Get a better 
company to run a service instead of the ignorant Avon company - 87 

More double deckers on school mornings instead of getting driven pass because bus is 
full I pay £60 a month for a pass and cannot always get on the bus 492/495 

Less driver changes. Bus going round to Castle St Bit more freq on New Chester Rd 

I get several buses in the wirral to work. Im from Liverpool and the buses there are very 
regular never a concern about being late. In the wirral i find if u get a bus before 7am 
youre ok but anytime after youre likely to be late 

Run to the times they say they will and after 6pm 

Less old smelly people on the bus. 

901 is a circular bus between Leasowe Station and Moreton Cross. If this route could be 
extended to include the Bidston Trading Estate, I would definitely use that more 

offer 420 service back to Wirral from Liverpool as a rapid ride 

Cheaper single journey tickets, discounted prepay smart card for buying single journey 
tickets. 

More frequent evening services Late night/through the night cross river services to West 
Kirby Fast services; servicing main stops throughout route from Liverpool to West Kirby 
e.g. Birkenhead, Upton, Greasby & West Kirby 

 



What impact will the proposed bus service changes have on... 

Will make it impossible for me to get the shops as I can only walk a short distance 

I simply just won't travel by bus anymore as changing bus is inconvenient, especially with reduced 
frequencies. The car is looking very appealing. 

 

The fare at the moment is £1.90 . Under your proposals I would have to catch a 39 from 
Bromborough to New Ferry then connect with the 418/419 at New Ferry to continue my journey. 
Assuming this is operated by the same operator as now, Arriva, then I could buy the £4.30 wirral day 
rider - a significant increase to my £1.90 single. I somehow doubt the new 39 will be operated by 
Arriva however. This means I could fork out for 2 singles, or be forced to by YOUR £4.70 solo ticket. I 
believe there has been no thought for the bus passenger in this review at all, but rather how can we 
force people to fork out more for bus fare, or more likely, force people into buying Merseytravels 
integrated solo ticket by forcing them to use 2 operators for the journey which now takes only 1 bus. 
MPTE no longer has the bus users interests at mind. Why do they fund a U-Boat exhibit, but can't 
fund public transport like a Passenger Transport Executive is supposed to. Perhaps use those 
thousands in profit from the Mersey Tunnels to fund much needed bus services. We dont need 
further reduction. We need service levels similar to when SMART was introduced on the Wirral in 
1997. 

No other bus goes along Poulton Road 

I currently get the bus to / from work from Breck Road to Seacombe Ferry, I also use the above 
service to get the bus to / from Gorsey Lane of a weekend to catch the bus to Liverpool / Birkenhead 
- I can't see any proposed changes to an an alternative service. 

 

It will mean that I will have to get several buses to work. 

 

Significantly impact route to work as office is at woodside. Unable to get to work on time on a 
saturday 

 

 

From what I understand, the 413 will replace the 423? 

I have to get 2 buses to work every day. my customers to my shop rely on the 118 to get to my shop 
f 

Extremely difficult as I'm disabled and unable to walk far, I also have a disabled child 

absolutley ridiculous that the whole route is withdrawn, a lot of people rely on the route 

This is the only direct bus I am able to catch from Moreton to attend my school on Breck Road, not 
only me but many, many students catch this bus to the school every morning and afternoon. 
Because of this closure of the route, I will now be required to catch either the 414 or the 413, and 
along with that, I will have to catch the bus earlier, and so will the many students who are missing 
around, this resulting in a problem of welfare of the students and workers who get the bus in the 
morning. 

Increased journey time 

makes it drastically longer and harder to get to Liverpool from Seacombe. An extra 30 minute walk 
because you can no longer be bothered keeping a service that is already bare bones and used 
regularly 

 

Grounded. Cannot travel home on public transport following an evening in Liverpool. My personal 
safety is impacted. 

Limited service to arrowe park hospital 

 



 

 

Wont be able to get home safely and efficently 

Can no longer get to work and get home its a absolute joke 

 

410 or 487 to work its already a nightmare 

 

Will be stuck in liverpool late night with very little options to get home late at night. 

 

 

 

Son uses this route for school. He gets a early one as later one are full or very busy 

It will more than double my journey home time in the evenings. 

Means I have to walk further to visit family/friends or attend medical appointments 

The 423 is sometimes the only way I can get home from Liverpool, as the 433 stops before 7pm. 

It will make it much harder for me to get home from work from Liverpool as I work after 6pm 

It will make it difficult to travel to/from work and my partners house in the evening 

Cant get to work need to keep the 0553 service 208 or make 414 quicker 

Cant get to work need to keep the 0553 service 208 or make 414 quicker 

As an elderly pensioner withdrawal of this bus will impact on me physically and effect my social 
habits. The 432 would be my nearest route and involve an inconvenient walk, especially late at night 

 

I sometime catch the 423 to Liverpool in the evenings from Woodchurch Rd / the Swan 

After 7pm it is very hard to get a bus between Birkenhead and Seacombe. The 423 is the best bus for 
me to get home from Birkenhead after 7pm if this is withdrawn my only real option will be taxi or to 
learn to drive so I bypass the bus service completely 

 

There is now no direct service to the Mill House? Town Meadow area of Moreton. The 407 and 17 
and 18 do not run on Sundays and during the week stop at ridiculously early times. The 901 or 
equivalent will run every hour which is not acceptable. Why should the 437 run at such a high 
frequency when my area is so starved of services. An alternative would be to run the 407 on a 
Sunday and into the late evening. 

The proposal appears to omit Bidston Road as it says it is covered by the 91/92 route however this 
route does not go to my destination i.e. Liscard 

It will have a massive impact as it will take longer to get to somewhere I must be 

its the only bus from Egremont to Arrowe Park 

I live on the far end of Holmlands Drive.  And it is a considerable walk to the the nearest bus stop.  
Especially in the winter months 

It appears to have time changes combined with changes to 118/119 and 492/495 it will affect my 
travel time and thus how long it takes to get me home during work travel and amends my leisure 
travel times. 

293,118,119,84,85 

Having no service to Liverpool of an evening will be a major blow. Use is regularly to visit liverpo 

 

 

It will make getting home from university late at night impossible. My mother who cannot walk long 
distances uses the bus as her only way to easily go to liverpool occasionally which for certain errands 



she needs. The 423 enables me to get out on sundays or at night time and get off at a stop near me 
rather than walking home in the dark from the train station which my family doesn't like the idea of 

Will hinder me attending medical appointments as hospital 

 

 

a lot more walking will be involved and in the winter that will be in the dark 

If you live in the Moreton area, how are you supposed to get home after 6:50 when the 407 stops 
running and the 423 doesn't take over? Or on a sunday? Retail workers and late office workers rely 
on this service to get them home.You won't be able get home now as there are no bus alternatives 
to this route. We will be forced to catch the train. Not thought out as Arriva will then lose money on 
the 407 too. All the people that work in Liverpool are going to ditch the 407 in the morning/day time 
since you aren't going pay for a bus pass for the way out and then the train on the way home. We'll 
all just get a (much cheaper) train pass and use the train exclusively. The days of 9-5 are gone Arriva. 
Most people still work (at least some of the time ,if not all of the time) past 6:30 these days, 
especially in retail and if we don't live near the train station you are potentially forcing us out of a 
job in Liverpool which is the main employer in the region. Retail workers are in work most days up 
until 8:30 and now can't get home if they live in Moreton. Are you going to extend the running time 
for the 407 or refund travellers who have yearly passes? 

Replacement service fails to link into the train arrival times as now.  Hardly co-ordinated transport 

It will add extra time to the journey for work work as it means having to travel through Liscard which 
is busy and can have slow moving traffic. 

 

I am disabled, and this bus is the only way that I can get to hospital (or to see family/friends) without 
having to change buses. I have limited mobility, and changing buses is a nightmare for me. 

 

The 423 links Liverpool to Wirral especially to Moreton in the evening since the 407 stops at 18:45 so 
I used the 423 to get me home. There is no explanation on how to get from from Liverpool if this bus 
is axed. The 423 is already quite a long journey and covers lots of previous buses, so having to 
change at Birkenhead from a Liverpool bus is going to add even more journey time. I thought we are 
supposed to be encourange to use Public transport but its getting worse. Whats the point in having 
all these new Arriva buses and then you can't catch one conviently in the evening. 

My daughter uses this service to a from school. It is the only direct route from Leasowe. 

This was an alternative service that was easily accessible to Shrewsbury Road in the evenings. the 
only other service of an evening is the 492 from the bus station which is once an hour. The 293 
meant there were two buses an hour. 

changes to timetable will make my connection longer 

the changes will add a considerate amount of time to my bus journey, which will affect attending my 
hospital appointments. 

 

loss of useful link to train network. Request first service at 9:50. 

Drastically reduced flexibility, if 8.50, rather than 9.50 were to be 1st bus of day 

 

 

 

as a pensioner, the walk to get a different bus can be quite an effort, especially in bad weather 

The Spital and Bebington area have no links directly into New Ferry - many older people use the 
route and it is never empty, this route works great every 30 mins, you will make a big mistake by 
axing it. 

Unable to carry shopping, walk to far to main road. Many passengers are in 80,s & 90,s this is their 



only link to shop and be independent. Only 6 buses a day, your proposal is appalling . 

 

 

 

My wife is very bad walking and needs the bus so much she would be house bound with out it 
thanks 

Make it difficult to get to my GP in Heswall 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 410 is currently very good, high frequencies should be maintained. 

I will probably lose my job , and will be unable to attend my many appointments a.don't have a car 

 

Financial - will need taxis to get to main bus route or to medical appointments. 

This bus service allows me to travel to work quickly 

413 make more frequent 

No direct link between West Kirby and Arrow Park Hospital... I will have to get 2 buses (more cost 
and time) but will probably resort to taxi or lifts instead 

 




